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V. 
ABSTRACT 

Preliminary designs are evolved for five large logistic V/STQL con- 
figurations. Structural elastic characteristics and mass distributions 
are calculated. The structural dynamic response is investigated for 
ground landing, take-off abort, maneuvers, gust penetration and landing 
conditions. The results of this investigationf^are tabulated in a 
matrix shoving the degree and relative eriticalness for the conditions 
and the V/STQL configurations. The degree of eriticalness is established 
as the ratio of the peak dynamic loading and/or stress to the values used 
in the configuration design structural study. The latter structural loads 
and/or stresses are evolved through the use of existing military specifi- 
cations or normal design practices. , 

The most critical structural design condition was found to be the 
take-off run of the ground handling condition and is analyzed in further 
detail. The detail analysis consists of analyzing the rigid and elastic 
body response from a ten inch 1-cosine dip at lift-off speed. Wing 
bending and torsional loads, nose and main gear leads, and center of 
gravity accelerations are calculated. Tine histories of all loads and 
accelerations are shown for a dip wave length to landing gear wheel basa 
ratio of 3*0. A parametric study is included for K/| ratios of 1 to 
3*6 to show the effect on the various structural components. 

Energy absorbing devices are evolved to reduce the eriticalness of 
towing and to minimize the effects of dips on the aircraft structure. 

Conclusions of the contents of this report are reached and recom- 
mendations made for further study items. 

ttie report may be used as a guide in the structural dynamic response 
of large logistic V/STQL aircraft to enable the designer to minimise the 
structural weight and further increase the efficiency of such type air- 
craft. 

This technical documentary report has been reviewed and is approved. 

Asst. TOT Research & Technology 
Vehicle Dynamics Division 
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Z^, torsion section modulus, in̂  
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Z,  aircraft vertical acceleration, ft/secf 

2yt vertical distance main gear penetrates dip, ft, 
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I,    riTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study la to Investigate and determine anulyti- 
cnlly the criticcl structural dynanic response conditions and governing 
pnrancters for one class of V/STOL aircraft. This information will aid 
the V/STOL aircraft designer in optimizing the structural configuration 
and structural weipht resulting in a reduced take-off gross weight and 
power required or an increar-e in payload. 

The particular class of V/STOL aircraft selected was a large logistic 
transport type  capable of carrying 20,000 lbs. of cargo and having a 1800 
nautical ^ile range. 

Five configuration types, as described in Section II, were selected 
so as to provide an examination of the relative structural dynamic re- 
sponse problems involved in the large  logistic transport class of V/STOL 
aircraft. 

The initial part of this study is to determine the structural 
arrangement of the five configuration types through preliminary design 
procedures.    This involves an aerodynamic and weight analysis to resolve 
thf size and performance of the aircraft»    The scope of this study per- 
mits only a limited type of iterative process in determining the config- 
uration design and is only of sufficient scope to allow a relative struc- 
ural ntudy.    While the results of such a preliminary design dö show   rel- 
ative nross weights and performance,it must be emphasized that the purpose 
of this study is limited to dynamic structural response and is not of 
sufficient scope for use in overall design evaluation.    For the purposes 
of this study the configuration types are simplified and altered from a 
basic configuration,  only where necessary,  to represent each of the part- 
icular tynes in this class of aircraft. 

From the preliminary design analysis, which establishes the config- 
uration structural arrangement,  the structural and elactic properties of 
the fuselage and ving are evolved usinp ■"static" flight and ground loading 
conditions.    Thus,the basic structural and weight data become available 
for ure in the  required structural response  studies. 

In a parallel effort a review of methods of analysis and the app- 
licability to the parfcular tyoes of V/STOL aircraft is made.    It was 
decided that for the  initial investiration existing methods are of suff- 
icient -icono  to analyze for structural  response and the results of such 
analyses vould point out areas for further consideration and detailed 
analysis.    However, while techniques exist,   there is the  requirement of 
arsenblir.g the various portions Into programs that apply to the specific 
t,"pes r'f structures used in this study» 

The next portion of the study v.-as to review the types of configur- 
ations and select the conditions an.l  ^he aircraft mode   (VTOL er STOL) to 
be   investigated.    The conditions  invrsti^ated were selected by anticipat- 
ing the problems that would be TIcountered. 



In peneral, discrete types of loadinps were selected in order to 
arrive at the rnaxinrnn structural response. The particular conditions are 
(1) Ground Handlinr.  (2) Take-Off Abort,   (3) Flight hfeneuver,   U) Gust 
Penetration,  and (5) Landing, 

The resulting investiration yields a matrbc of analyses consisting 
of eight conditions and five types of V/STOL configurations.    The results 
of the load analyrcs are the naximum gear loads, maximum wing root load- 
ings, and the ability to land after an aborted take-off.    For some of the 
conditions,  such as the take-off abort and the landing condition, the 
results are relative capabilities or comparisons with other load con- 
ditions. 

The matrla of analyses that results in comparative loads or capabil- 
ities is resolved into a form for direct evaluation in terms of degree of 
cr'ticalness.    The degree of critlcalness is established by the ratio of 
the dynrjnic and steady state loading or stress to the normal ultimate 
flight or ground loads used in the preliminary structural design of the 
aircraft.   The degree of criticalness can be relatively assessed ty the 
numerical values for the type of loadings. 

The most critical or most pertinent problems were chosen for detail 
invostipation as a result of the matrix of analyses.    While raafycritical 
results are found, the scope of this study did not permit going further 
into detail analysis for all critical conditions.    The results found 
from the natr^oc of analyses shows that the most critical condition is 
sterting and stopping while towing.    However,  since towing conditions are 
controllable!  in that the initial input acceleration by the vehicle can 
be United or a safety device can be incorporated in the tow bar   (see 
Tection   VI, Special Design Considerations), Thus, this condition can be 
eliminated from the critical list« 

The next most critical condition, taxiing and take-off run, cannot 
be lerislated out due to the requirements of rough field landing of whidh 
the dip analysis represents a first approximation.    The structural re- 
sponse will be more critical for the runway dip condition since the wing 
structures have elastic body frequencies which are very close to their 
ripld ^ody frequencies.    It is, therefore, concluded that the taxi and 
tnke-off run condition is the most critical,    A detail dip analysis is 
necessary to ascertain more accurately the loadin s and the effects of 
there  londinps on the structure« 

Fron the natrix of analyses for the investigations and the subre- 
qucnt cetr.il analysis, special design considerations were produced. These 
involved the use of augmenting or changing the landing gear system to 
reduce the effects of structural dynamic response and/or to minimize the 
problem involved in order to provide  landing safety. 

The reconnnendations that renu^t from this study are  considered nec- 
essary to minimise the anticipated Problems that were  investigated for 
thit   class and type of ai-craft.    Hov.'cver,  nome  of the  items may v/ell be 
asnociatcd with other clashes and  t^es having similar problems. 



II. DESCRIPTION OF V/STOL CONFIGURATIONS 

Given below is a discussion of the general features or physical 
arrangements which are common to all five V/STOL configurations# 

The V/STOL aircraft are multi-engine long range transports, having 
tricycle type landing gears, capable of carrying a 20,000 lb. pâ ioad 1800 
nautical miies. The fuselages are fabricated from aluminum alloys using 
semi—monocoque construction and are typical of other transport aircraft 
in this payload and range classification. The bending and torsional 
rigidity of the fuselages vary since the gross weights vary, and it was 
on this basis that rigidity data was calculated and plotted (Ref. Table 
1 and Figs. 11, 12, 13, H, 15). However, the structural arrangements 
remain essentially unchanged. The fuselage bending and torsional rig-
idities are obtained by comparing the unit fuselage shears and bending 
moments of the specific V/fcTOL with that of the typical aircraft or 
reference aircraft mentioned previously. In equation form: 

Bending Stiffness V/5T0L=BendixigStiffness Reference Aircraft times 

(B.M. V/STOL) - " 
(B.M. Reference 

and Aircraft) 

Torsional Stiffness V/STOL = Torsional Stiffness Reference Aircraft times 

(Vertical Shear V/STOL) 
(Vertical Shear Reference Aircraft) 

Calculations of fuselage mass distribution were determined by 
assuming 10 panel points along the fuselage length (Ref. Appendix III 
Table 15 ). The load distribution of the V/STOL configurations are pro-
portional to that of the reference aircraft and the differences between 
the mass distribution curves are a result of the differences in the 
weights of the fuselage and contents. 

Th*j tricycle landing gear, designed by a 2g limit load factor, con-
sists of a two-wheel nose gear and tandem main gears which retract into 
the fuselage. A retractable ramp in the rear of the fuselage provides 
the means for loading and unloading cargo. Each fuselage is approximately 
100 ft. in length and 13.5 ft. in diameter in the cabin or cargo com-
partment and each configuration contains a fan in the tail section for 
pitch control for the VTOL mode. 

The win s consist of two—spar alominum alloy construction (the 
Buried Fan is three-spar) with the spars continuous through the fuselage. 
The wing structure is designed by a 3g limit load factor produced by a 
maneuver condition. Bending moments are reacted by the spar caps and 
strinper3 while shear loads are resisted in the spar webs and ultimately • 
balanced at the wing-fuaelage intersection. Torsional loads are reacted 
in the skins and webs of the torque cell between spars. From these shear, 
loads and bending moments produced by this maneuver condition wing spars 
and skins pages were found and this in turn determined the bending and 
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torsional rigidity of the ving structure (Ref. Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10). 

The STOL performance requirement is defined as the ability to clear 
a 50 ft. obstacle using a 1000 ft. runway at a gross weight greater than 
the VTOL weight. This take-off distance will vary depending on the con-
figuration and it was subsequently found that the Buried Fan with RATO 
(Rocket Assist Take-Off) could not meet the 1000 ft. runway STOL speci-
fication. In the case of the Tilt Prop and Fixed Jet the use of RATO 
(Ref. Table 14 ) is necessary in order to utilize the maximum take-off 
weight and meet STOL requirements. 

The following paragraphs are a brief discussion describing charac-
teristics which are peculiar to each configuration (Ref. Table 14.) • 

A. Fixed Jet 

The Fixed Jet has a cruising sneed of 4.00 knots at an altitude of 
38,000 ft. and is powered by ten direct lift jets and four vectorable thrust 
turbofan engines. The design gross weight is 172,000 lbs. in the VTOL mode 
which includes 52,520 lbs. of fuel, stored in wing tanks between spars both 
inboard and outboard of the lift podr. The STOL take-off weight is 
232,000 lbs. 

2 
The wing has 32 of sweep at ̂  chord, an area of 1650 ft. , an 

aspect ratio of 8.0 and a wing span of 115 ft. The root section has a 
thickness ratio of 18% while outboard of the lift pods a 15% section is 
used and allowed to taper to 10% at the tip. High lift devices include 
20% chord double-slotted flaps and leading edge slats. Because of sweep-
back a bending moment distribution of 60-4.0 is assumed to act on the rear 
and forward spars respectively near the wing root. 

Ten direct lift jets and four vectorable thrust turbofan engines 
with an Installed thrust of 221,000 lbs. provide lift in the VTOL mode* 
The lift jets are housed, five per sldef in a pod on the inboard section 
of the wing near the wing-fuselage intersection. The vectorable thrust 
turbofans located under the wing are primarly for use during cruise but 
contribute 23% of the total vertical thrust. 

B. Tilt Wing 

The Tilt Wing has a cruising speed of 275 knots at an altitude of 
30,000 ft. and is powered by eight turboprop engines. The design gross 
weight is 223,000 lbs (in the VTOL mode) which includes 68,075 lbs. of 
fuel, located in wing tanks between sparr. The STOL take-off weight 
is 334,000 lbs. 

2 
The wing of this transport has an area of 2365 ft. , an aspect 

ratio of 9.0, a wing spar, of 146 ft. and employs a 23021 airfoil. High 
lift devices include 40% chord double-slotted flaps and full span leading 
edge slats. A tilting mechanism is provided tc rotate the wing from the 
normal or cruise position to the u->rirht or VTOL position. 

L 



The propulsion system with 98,600 installed hp., consists of 
eight turboprop engines which drive four 33 ft. diameter props. The 
powerplant installation (2 engines in each wing nacelle) delivers a 
total of 15,000 lbs. of thrust at cruise conditions. 

C. Extended Flap 

The Extended Flap has a cruising speed of 275 knots at an alti-
tude of 30,000 ft. and is powered by eight turboprop engines. The design 
gross weight in the VTOL mode is 263,000 lbs., including 77,500 lbs* of 
fuel stored in wing tanks between the spars. The STOL take-off weight 
is 394,000 lbs. 

2 The wing has an aspect ratio of 10.3, an area of 2600 ft. , a 
span of 164 ft. and utilizes a 23021 airfoil. High lift device include 
40? chord double-slotted flaps and full span leading edge slata. A tilt-
ing mechanism is installed at t̂ e wing-fuselage intersection to rotate 
the wing upward a maximum of 30 in order tc deflect the airstream to the 
desired angle. Since clearance cannot be maintained between the props 
and ground the aircraft must land with the wing in thiji rotated position. 

The powerplant installation produces 130,000 hp. to drive four 
37.5 ft. diameter props. Each of the four wing nacelles houses two tur-
boprop engines connected by shafting to the props located under the wing 
forward of the leading edge. 

DI lili ZlflBBllflE 

The Tilt Propeller has a cruising speed of 300 knots at an al-
titude of 30,000 ft. and is powered by eight turbojet engines. The 
design gross weight is 308,000 lbs. (in the VTOL mode) including 108,000 
lbs. of fuel, located in wing tank3 between spars in the stationary sec-
tion of the wing and over the fuselagr . Tr.e STOL take-off weight is 
4.62,000 lbs. 

2 The wing has an aspect ratio of 6.6, an area of 2560 ft. , a 
span of 130 ft. and uses a 23021 airfoilo High lift devices include 40£ 
chord double-slotted flaps and full span leading edge slats. A mechanism 
is installed in the winrs to rotate the outboard section with the rotors. 
Due to the large diameter of the rotors the aircraft must land with the 
rotors inclined or in the VTOL position in order to obtain sufficient 
ground clearance. 

The propulsion pyalem consists of aight turbojet engines located 
on ton of the wings over the fuselage. 152,000 hp is supplied to the two 
57.5 ft. diameter rotors by shafting placed in the wing. Under cruise 
conditions the rotors develop 23.700 lbs. of thrust. 

E. Buried Fan 

The Buried Fan has a cruising speed of 400 knets at an altitude 
of 35,000 ft. and is powered by six turbojet engines. The design gross 
weight in the VTOL mode is 253,000 lb~. including 94,50C lbs. of fuel lo-
cated in fuselage tanks. While thi3 aircraft has n̂  STOL capabilities 
within specifications a maximum or STOL weight of 380,000 lbs. was 



legislated in those analyses where the use of a maximum weight is war-
ranted. 

2 
The wing has an area of 2800 ft. , an aspect ratio of 4.0, a 

span of 105 ft. and employs a 23015 airfoil with 13° of sweep at ̂  chord. 
The thickness ratio Is 15? from the root to a point between the inboard 
and outboard lift fans arid it then tapers to a 1056 section. High lift 
devices include full span leading edge slats and 2Cj6. chord double-slotted 
flaps. Three-spar construction is used with the addition of a "D" spar 
as the leading edge to assist in taking torsion loads inboard past the 
fans. The torsional rigidity is greatly reduced in the area of the lift 
fans since it is assumed that no wing torsion passes through the fans# 

The propulsion system consists of six turbojet engines located 
on top of the wings and four lift fans (15 ft. diameter fan inboard and 
a 12 ft. diameter fan outboard) placed in the wings. Under cruise con-
ditions, with the lift fans not in use, the six jet engines produce 
20,650 lbs. of thrust. In the VT0L mode 147,500 lbs. of thrust are 
delivered to the fans where 328,000 lbs. of vertical lift is produced. 

The analysis and procedures used in determining the configuration 
design of each aircraft are contained in Appendix I. The analysis es-
timates a solution meeting design requirements considering the relative 
importance of such parameters as take-off weight, aspect ratio, ST0L 
canability, wing loading, structural efficiency and dynamic response 
problems. Since a general solution for all five V/STOL's is not possible 
the Tilt Wing, Tilt Prop, and Extended Flap, being propeller aircraft, 
are grouped together while the jet types are considered separately. 

The three view drawings of the five V/ST0L configurations are 
contained in Figures 1 thru 5. General data for the configurations is 
provided in Table 3, giving geometrical data, landing gear spring rates 
and damping constants based on the static position of the gears, gross 
weights in VT0L and ST0L nodes,airfoil lift slopes, lift-off speeds, and 
other pertinent data. 

The wing structural properties are shown in Figures 6 through 
10. The structural data shows the section moments of inertia in bending 
and torsion about the elastic axis of the wing. 

The fuselage structural properties are shown in Figures 11 
thru 15 and includes section moments of inertia for vertical bending, 
lateral bending, and torsion. 

The wing ultimate shear, bending, and torsion loadings from a 
4,5 g maneuver are contained in Figures lo thru 20. The fuselage ul-
timate shear and bending for a 4.5 g maneuver are contained in Figures 
21 thru 25. 

The group weight statement for the configurations is listed in 
Table IT which is a portion of Appendix III. The panel point weight dis-
tributions of fuselage and wing are listed in Tables 15 and 16 

The landing gear data for spring rates in vertical and drag 
directions and the damping constants are contained in Table 1. The pro-
cedure for determining this data is as follows: 
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01 and Tire Sorinr Rates 

Oleo and tire spring rates for the study were determined by scaling 
from data for a similar type existing aircraft. Shown in Fig. 26 is a 
non-dimensional force—deflection curve based on this data. The ordinate, 
F/F .... , is the ratio of the gear force output to the force under 
staticload conditions. The abcissa V. / % g+a+ic is the ratio of oleo 
deflection to corresponding deflection under sxatic load conditions. A 
non-dimensional linear spring rate in the neighborhood of the static load 
condition can be calculated and is found to be: 

7.2 (1) 
STOkTK/ 

A dimensional spring ra te can be obtained by: 

dF - 7 .2 F liTiTtC 
9 % X STATIC (2 ) 

A summary of l inear oleo spring ra tes and s t a t i c gear loads and 
def lec t ions are shown in Table 1 for cach a i r c r a f t . 

Tire spring ra t e s were a lso obtained by scaling from exis t ing data . 
Fig . 27 gives non-dimensional t i r e data fo r the main and nose gear. 
Again, calculat ion of the non-dimensional l inear spring r i t e i s possible 
in the neighborhood of the s t a t i c load condition. This yields the follow-
ing constant. 

= 1.4 (3) 
'XsTATlC 

Again, a dimensional coefficient can be obtained as follows: 

9 F — ^ FaTATir ^ 
9X "Xsr*nc 

A summary table of tire data is shown in Table 1. Note that there 
are four tires in the main gear carriage and two tires in the noae g®ar 
carriage. 

Oleo Darroinp' Coefficients 

Values of effective linear damping were chosen for the nain and 
nose gear oleo based on a weight scaling procedure similar to that used 
for establishing the olec spring. Original data for scaling was taken 
from similar type existing aircraft. 

Refer to Table 1 for values of damping coefficients used in this 
analysis. 
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For»" nn^ Aft ^-crr SjgJ^g P.r.tcs 

The  fore end aft rear snrinp ratrs v;crc  scaled fro"      lir.ear gecr 
sprinr rctr«? provided by data on a sir.llar tyne aircraft.    The  scaled 
perr snrlnr rate was arrlvrd at using the  following equation  . 

K   =  e-^KsTATic (5) 

where 
Kp.   . .      =    rear soring rate  fror, a sinilar tyo« static -.        •       ?,    /. aircraft,  lbs/in. 

^Static    =    rear 2*«ac^ior- fror the sinilar type 
aircraft,  lbs, 

K =    gear spring rate used in analysis for 
a particular configuration,  lbs/in, 

F -    gear reaction for that configure*ion,   lbs. 
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Table 1 

V/STOft Configuration General Data 

Config. 

Data 

a. Ft. 

Fixed 
Jet 

jOtL 

Tilt 
Wing 

28.6 

Extended 
Flap 

22JJ- 

Tilt 
Prop 

32.0 

Puried 
Fan 

30.6 
ai. Ft. 

ap. Ft. 
lAiL JJLL 2.3L 1*SL iAL 
0.12 ^^L SLZk. n.PQ n.?n 

C]. Lb-Sec/In JL^. I2L 2R ^12. P3fl 

C2i Lb-Seti/In iai ü^. -211 lüia QQc; 

e"; Ft, 
Fy. Lbs 

SU&. SLLL SLÜL 0,77 0.76 
-l6h.0C0 -200.000 -2Lli.000 -286.000 -2ii2.000 

F
N. Lbs -  B.QOQ -2 3.000 ziäjm z&jm -utm 

h. Ft. isl iA i^L ill 6.2 

K^ Lbs/In 
K?. Lbs/In 

Mm. ^■900 12.000 liit000 7.000 

118.000 1L3.000 17^.000 20^.000 m.ooo 
K^. Lb3/In 17.700 26.900 32.900 36.^00 32.100 

K,. Lbs/In 
Kr. Lba/In 

lili.300 SLJOQ 6^.600 77.100 §ixi29 
^u. ^.700 17.100 13.800 16.109 8.100 

*'■ Lb3/In 
1.   Ft. 

6Q.?oo 71.?oo 
32.0 32.0 

?9^99 77.100 
32.0 ikil 

89.700 
"32.O 

V Ft, 10.3 10.2 iO^ io^i ^1 
12/ Ft' 9.8 ill M. ^L 6.2 

1^ Ft iUL JJLl JJJL JI^ J^o. 
fy- Slutis ^1 ii^l ^iLl m.fl 97.fi 

MM. Slurs 

rS Ft,t' 
1*21 2li.l iÜ 2Li^ JLU, 

20L Ifio. JJL 1S2. m. 
iÄSL 2^1 iLML 

IOQ.? Sl^ ^9.0 
2^1 2600 

i^J. UluQa 
V7. Ft/Sec 9.0 9.0 111 2,0. 2^2. 
W. Lbs 172.000 2^.000 261.900 308.000 2^3.000 

ilfOi Lha 
xMOt In 

Z22*m mjm ssiuaoo ii(SPtmn ^ßQjQQQi 

12. 12. 10 -iß. -12. 
XtiQ» In 11,7 -LU1 VLJi ll.n JU- 
SICJ In i*L i^. IwL ^.2 ^2 
xwri la i^l iL^l iUl n.^i 0-A1 

M^-t Radians ^2. ii La 21 Ji.?a 3-7< 

^m =1" iU. i^ JUL iLL ikiL 
♦ r  D«Fee9 J^L UL J^ü. ^ü JJL 

llotos:    1,    Kj, Ki ,  K,,  C  , M,,, and FM are values for both main pears. 

2.    ♦Legislnt^d fc»   .malyses whorf nt'cessary. 



III. PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC RESPONSF 
INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS 

The purpose of these investigations and analyses is to provide a 
matrix of conditions and the resulting structural dynamic response. This 
data will eventually be reduccd to a numerical chart that will provide 
the designer with a guide to the structural or operational problems in-
volved for each of the V/STOL configurations. In addition, the matrix 
of analyses will point out the most severe operating condition in regard 
to structural response. 

The parameters chosen are discussed in detail in each of the part-
icular analyses as to the initial conditions for structural investigation. 

In order to provide the matrix of analyses for five V/STOL config-
urations and eight separate parameter conditions it has been necessary to 
utilize preliminary design analysis methods. Vithin the scope of Tihis 
contract investigation the preliminary analysis uses only linear methods 
in all parameter studies and the results form only a guide as to the 
structural responses. However, in such a large matrix of analyses the 
overall picture will provide a basis for determining the subsequent de-
gree and relative criticalness of the configurations and the parameters. 

The structural data used in this section was defined and listed in 
the preceding section II. However the landing condition, Section II1E, 
contains the analysis of gear impact loads and gear stroks which are 
used in the dynamic response analysis. The stroke used >.or condition 
HIE is the result of considering the usual MIL Spec requirement (Ref. 2) 
which was required to furnish a basis for the subsequent impact analysis. 

A. Ground Handling 

1. Taxiinp and Take-Off Run 

The object of the analysis for this condition was to determine 
the degree of criticalness of landing gear loads upon entry into a run-
way dip. To simulate the maximum unprepared runway condition a 10 in. 
1 — cosine dip was assumed and considered to bo a oncc in a spectrum 
type load. The dynamic response analysis was made by numerically inte-
grating the equations of motion in an IBM digital computer lor a system 
with two degrees of freedom where the nose and main landing gear oleos 
are assumed to act as linear springs and dampers in the vertical direction. 

The initial condition is with the aircraft in forward motion at 
a speed not cxcccdir.g the lift—off speed (Ref. Table l). With the air-
craft constrained to ground a rigid body analysis was performed as a pre-
liminary investigation. The system is represented schematically in Fig. 
28 where the positive sign convention and coordinates are defined. 
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Ref. Table 1 & 2 for values of K-,, Kg, Ci, Cg, a, 1 and X 

Figure 28 - Schematic of Aircraft and Ruy.wa: Dir. Geometry 

The equation of the dip is: 
2 - -5 (l - COS 2%* ) 

where the total dip amplitude is equal to 10 inches. 

The STOL gross weight (Ref. Table l) was used for the struc-
tural response investigation. The take-off speed and STOL weight for ths 
Buried Fan were legislated sinse nc STOL capability for this aircraft 
exists within the requirement that the aircraft have the ability tc take-
off over a 50 ft. obstacle using a 1000 ft. runway. An approximate 
method for calculating STOL performance is contained in Appendix II. The 
objective of the STOL performance analysis is tc determine at what over-
load gross weight each aircraft is capable of meeting STOL requirements. 

The following is a derivation of the equations of motion of the 
nose and main gear. The absolute vertical motion at the center of gravity 

where Zj ia the nose gear forcing function and 7L = Vt. 

f-r t ^ O V° 
gg=-s(>-C05 gqyt. ) 
V° 

and Z, is the main gear forcing function. 
4 z4 = o 

^ = s[\ - c o s ( t 
^ o 

for X/V i t i O 

for t i */V 

for t 6 Ajs/ 
for (X+-X) /Vi t * Jt/V 
for t 
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Also the pitching notion ct the center of gravity is: 

gy=- ( i „ - t - z i , -S 3 - z , ) /U (7) 

The kinetic enerrv of the system is: 
iZ 

2KE = M [ i 3 + i , + ( z 4 + H 2 - z 3 - 2 j a/ je] 
2 (8) 

where M = aircraft mass, slû c, calculated from maximum gross weight. 
I = pitching nass moment of inertia nbout the center of gravityj 

slug-ft.2 
a = horizontal distance between nose gear and centcr of gravity,ft, 
1 = horizontal distance between nose end main gear, ft. 

(9) 

The potential energy of the system is: 

2PE = K, if + Kg Eg 

where K-|_ = nose gear spring constant, lbs/ft. 
K2 = main gear spring constant, lbs/ft. 

And the energy dissipated per unit time is: 

2DE = q i-c2 zi (10) 
where C-̂  = nose gear damping coefficient, lb. sec./ft. 

C2 = main gear damping coefficient, lb. sec./ft. 

Expanding equation 8 and rearranging terms: 

2KE= (11) 

+^(M-2 M O / * + + ? / (w£/f±T*/jLz) 

ZXA^/f-2Zo/f-) + Z3Z2(2Ma/£-2 Ma^ 

Zi (2 M o/JL -2 Mo?/ta-2I0 /A*) +14 *2 (2 Mc£/A * + 

2 JCy^2; + Hi 22(2 Mo/ i -2M <£/tZ - 2 Xo/^2) 
Taking the partial derivative of the kinetic energy in equation 11 with 
respect tr J. : . , 

^KE/aZ, =• ?,(M-2y>o/^ + M4^2+T0 / j {2-)-h23(M - ( i 2 ) 

aMa/^ + Ma/^+ J o / / ) + 4 , (MO/^ -Mo?/t2-
XoA2) +• « 2 ( V w i -Ma 2 /e 2 -XoA 2 ) 

r ; 



If we let A n = (M- 2M cu/i + Ma?//?+ lo/&) and A ^ (Ma/e-M^X# 

then we can substitute A^ and A^ into equation 12 and find the time 
derivative. 

MW-
Now we determine the partial derivative of equation 9 with respect to X, 
and equation 1C with respect to . 

<H> 

= C, S, (15) 

Adding terms from the three energy equations we arrive at the Iagrange 
Equation with dissipative force. 

Substituting from equations and 15 we uetermine the equation of 
motion for the nose gear, 

3| 4 A,2. +K,£t * -A5| ij - (17) 

In a similar, manner, taking the pa r t i a l derivative of equation 32 with 
respect to 2 

= -Xo/4*) (13) 
* +4CM«5 

If we l e t A = (M*j/(* + Xo/jl2 ) then we can substitute A and A^ 
into equation 18 and find the time derivative. 

jHf©1 *.i«, + ft, 3 V t|3 *» (19) 
Determining the partial derivative of equation 5 with respect to 
and equation ID with respect to 9 ^ ' 

bo) 

2 ^ = Cz », (21) 

Using the same procedure that was used for the nose gear we determine 
the Iagranpe Equation for the main gear. 
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Substituting from equations 19, 2 0 and 21 we determine the equation of 
motion for the rain gear. 

*tZZ, + A , 3 i a 4 C 2 t i + K2Z2 i4 (23) 
The natural frequencyCUjj of the aircraft can now be determined by setting 
the right hand side of equations 17 and 2? equal to zero, omitting damping 
forces and substituting for 3, and 3^ . 

Since the resulting equations now describe the free vibration condition 
it is therefore assumed that the relative motions are also harmonic, i.e. 

- 2| NM 5IN wt 

Ha SIW U)t 
• • 

therefore 2 , s " **** cojj SlM Wt 
• • 

and *2® ™**awuu< SlN U)t __ 
— II vw U)fi HUf MA* = & (2£) 

(tfli + *2 (25) 
2 Solving forflj^ we arrive a t : 

o£ s it. &..***&,. ± J(K. 
m fee) 

Solving this equation yields the natural frequencies in trans-
lfttion and pitch. The critical dip wavelength X for the pitch condition 
is equal to twice the distance between the nose and main gears orX = a l . 
To find the critical forward velocity we use the relation4U = ATTV/x 
where tojj is substituted for U). If the velocity calculated from this 
equation exceeds the lift-off speed then the lift-off speed is substituted 
for V and 7̂  is calculated. For the translation condition the critical 
speed is assumed to be equal to the lift-cff speed. Using the rigid 
body natural frequencies the system is tuned tc the corresponding X 
from the equation <U= 2TTV/X • Sinceand V are known X 08111 b® 
calculated. 

This analysis was conducted using the maximum gross weight* and 
subsequently the static gear loads v.'ere computed on the same basis. Since 
these aircreft are traveling at high forward 3peeds (Ref. Table 2) the 
effect of wing lift may be a factor in computing the gear loads. This is 
accomplished by reducing the static gear loads according to the follow-
ing equation. 

FNSj F M S S FWJFM* [' - Cv̂ /] <27' 
where FNS» FMs = actual static rear load whil9 traveling at lbs. 

FJ,J, F^ = dead weipht load , lbs. 
V = forward veloci ty , f t . / s e c . 

VL#0> = l i f t - o f f velocity , f t . / s a c . 

4-1 



The total genr load is the sum of the static and dynamic loadŝ (the dy-
namic load being over and above the static load). The dead weight gear 
loads were determined from static equilibrium conditions and the dynamic 
loads were computed by solving the equations of motion in the I.B.M. 
program. 

The ultimate desim landing gear loads are calculated from the 
usual design roquirodents for a three wheel level landing, braked roll, 
and tail down landing. The nrocedure for calculating loads is shown in 
Section IIIF snd a nummary of these loads is contained in Table 9. 

The method of analysis specified in this portion was run on an KM 
eomputor using the data specified in Table 2. The data of Table 9 lists 
the maximum loads on the main and neae landing gears. The loads were 
divided by t.he rrorin weight to show gear load factors for reference 
purports. The maximum dynamic loads were superimposed onto the static 
load* rnd include the effects of possible wing lift. The analysis shows 
tension load?, which represent a condition where the aircraft would 
hounM o'T the ground. The limits of this analysis does not permit a 
discontinuous nolution therefore it is oovious that it is only valid to 
the vrlue of the compressive loading on the gear during the first initial 
impact. 

In Firaires 29 and 30 the time histories of the Tilt Wing nose and 
moin landinp rear loads are shown. The scale on the left hand side 
shows the loading without wing lift while the right hand scale is a 
superimnosed wing lift effect. These figures illustrates that wing lift 
could causo c greater tendency for the gears to bounce off the ground. 
The compressive loads on the main and nose gears arc more critical for 
the dip condition when tuned for translation. 

& 
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Fifruro ?9 - Time History of Nose landing Gcnr LQR^D fpr Prelljninarv Runway Din Anolvslg 
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Figure 30 - Time History of Main lündinp Gear U>iv\z for Preliminary Runvav Tip Analysis 
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Ta^lc 2 - Ground Rur. Din Analys is : Maximum Gear Icr:ds 

——^^Config. 
Data 

Fixed 
Jet 

T i l t 
Wing 

ixterxied 
Flap 

T i l t 
Prop 

Buried 
Fan 

ViAr+-nr*, Knots 108.5 53.5 59.0 65 .1 114.0* 
FN, No»e Gear Dead 
Wt. a t Max. O.W.. Lbs -10.700 -35.700 -28.800 —33-OOC -17 .000* 
>>1, Total Main Gear 
Dead Wt. a t Max.G.W.Lbs -222,000 -299,000 -366,000 -429,000 -362.000* 

^ - Dip Wi.velengt.hj. Ft. £>L S9.? 6A 6/ 

V. A i r c r a f t ftid. Vel.r Kt.s. -s.7.6 S3.* LQ.L SR.6 

FhK.Noee S t a t i c Load atV -9400 0 -8700 -6300 -15.300 

FILS Main S t a t i c Load & V -195.000 0 -110.000 -81.500 -325.000 
FIJS/W -0 .05 0 -0 .03 -0 .02 -0 .06 

Fl-ISA -1 .13 0 -0 .42 -0 .26 - 1 . 2 8 

5 
H 

FN LYN. ^ I a x « ) 
+91,000 
-86,000 

+297,000 
-297,OW 

+231,000 
-253,000 

+251,000 
-291tOOO 

+134,000 
-126,000 

U 

FN DYN. (Max.)* Lbs +219,000 
-227,000 

n , 253,00c 
-1,096,00c 

+757,000 
-928,000 

+1,402,00 
-1 ,317 ,00 

1 +324,000 
> -354,000 

U 

Fu LYN./W 
+0.53 
- 0 . 5 0 

+1.33 
-1 .33 

+0.83 
—0.9o 

+0.82 
-0 .95 

+0.53 
-0 .50 

U 

FM DYH/W +1.28 
- 1 . 3 2 

+5.62 
- 4 . 9 1 

+2.88 
- 3 . 5 3 

+4.55 
-4 .27 

+1.28 
-1 .40 

U 

(FIB + FN oyN)/w ••0.47 
-0 .56 

+1.33 
-1 .33 

+0.85 
- 1 . 0 0 

+0.80 
.-0.97 

+0.47 
-0 .56 

U 

(FMS + FM DYN)/W 
+0.14 
-2 .45 

+5.62 
- 4 . 9 1 

+2.46 
-3 .95 

+4.29 
-4 .53 

+0 
- 2 . 6 8 

,Dip Wavelength, Ft 64 41.6 46.3 53.2 64 *N 
.. A i r c r a f t Forward 
V, Ve loc i tv . Kts . 86.0 53.5 59.0 65 .1 

5 
H 

FI^S,Mose S t a t i c Load £'V - 4 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 -8 ,300 
5 
H Fjfj,Main S t a t i c Loadtf.V -82,800 0 0 C -177.000 
5 
3 

FNS/W -0 .02 0 0 0 -0 .03 

§ FMS/W - 0 . 4 8 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 7 

FN DYN (Max), LDS 
+117,000 
-87,000 

+346,000 
-342,000 

+285.000 
-318.000 

+287,000 
-353.000 

+166,000 
-125.000 

1 
FM CYN (Max), Das 

ul,327,O0C 
-1,211,000 

tl,9l8,OOC 
-1,748,OOC 

+2,119,00! 
- i , 9't* s 00c 

+2,527,OGC 
-2 ,242 , GOT 

+2c020,00C 
-1 ,803 j OOC 

* Legis la ted fo r t h i s ana lys i s 



Table 2 - Ground Run DIJJ Ar.alysla:    N'joilivu'. G^ar  Lo^rn     (Con't) 

Data         ^—1^^^ 
Fixed 
Jet 

Tilt 
Wing 

Kxtended 
Flap 

r             
Tilt 
i nop 

iui ied 
Kan 

f FN uyi^w 
■♦0.68 

-0.51 
+1.55 
-1.53 

+1.08 
-1.21 

♦0.94 
-1.1A 

■K).66 
-Ü.50 

o 

FMDYN/W 

+7.72 

-7.03 
+8.59 

-7.83 
+8.07 
-7.50 

♦-8.20 

-7.27 

+'^.97 

-7.U 

i (FNS -»-'N DYN'/W 

■K).65 
-o.:>3 

+1.55 
-1.53 

+1.08 
-1.21 

K3.94 
-l.U 

■HD.62 

-0.53 

L (F^ + FM DYN^ 
+7.24 
-7.51 

+B.59 
-7.83 

+8.07 
-7.50 

t-8.20 
-7.27 

+7.27 
-7.83 

Notea:      (l)    F^ 

(2) Sign Convention: 

+ Tension load in oleo 

(3) fy(f  
FMS*  FM DYN    ^   t'^e   total  load  on both main gears. 

(4) Loads are normalized by dividing hj the i esign gross weight. 

• / 



2. S t a r t i n r and Stonpinr While Towing 

The dynamic response analysis for this condition was made by numer-
ically integrating the equations of motion in an I.B.M. digital computer. 
The computer program supplied information on the time variation of nose 
and main gear vertical loads as well as nose gear longitudinal loads for 
a system with 5 degrees of freedom* The nose and main landing gear oleo 
and tire are assumed to act as a linear spring and damper in the vertical 
direction in addition to a nose gear spring acting in the longitudinal 
direction. The innut acceleration to the aircraft by the towing vehicle 
can be described by the following equation. 

for- urt — T" 
(-or uj-fc i O 

(28) X , -JC SIN ujt 
* , = o 2 

where X, = longitudinal acceleration a t the nose gear p f t / s e c 

x . = maximum lonritudinal input acceleration = - i/3 g - - 10.8ft/se 

If =3C SIN 

then X-i - -~7Z.jto COS ujt •+• C, 

Since X, a O a t t = 0 i t follows that 

Therefore a t u>t— 7T t where cu = 6.35 rad/sec. 
% - -JC/(JU COS IT -KC/6c> 

or 3L - oo "*,/2 (29) 

Since the f i n a l veloci ty equals 2 Jcnots, .3C = - 10.8 f t / s e c . The f o r -
ward veloci ty of the a i r c r a f t resul t ing from th i s input increases from 0 
to 2 knots in approximately 0.5 sec. This can be represented graphically 
as follows: 

X, 

X = - 10.8 ft/sec? 

TT 
0-5 TxSC. U)t 

Fimire 3̂. - r 'nusci. ;-0 T Ir.rut Accr>lero t i i n 



Thin   input yleldr naxirru.'': lonritr.dlnal  noso  roar  loads \.,h; ch corrrspondo 
to n vr lur  rrr^ultinp fron  the  rrocoduro  npeclfird   in Mll-A-3^62  (ACG), 
(Ref. 2). 

A rif^ld bor;y analysis was pcrl'orincd an a prolimlnnry investi- 
p^tion vlth the   aircraft constrainpri   tc  r'round.    The  system is represented 
schenuiticnlly  in Fir.   32 where   the  pcrtive  r.lpr.  convention and coordin- 
ate n are  drfined, 

~ ^ 

/rwrrSsssssss/sysrrsssssssssss>sss/sssssssss. 
Ref. 
Line 

No rn Main 

Ref. Table 1 ror values of Kp  K.,  K3J   K ,  K      C,,  Cj,!,^,^,!^ 

Firure  32 - Schenatic of Aircrixft Oeor.etrv for Towinp Condition 

The followlnr is a derivation of the equations of motion of the 
system. 

The abrolute vertical motion of the main pear oleo is: 

The absolute vertical motion of the nose rear dec is: 

The absolute vertical notion of an arbitrary point P is: 

v/herc x = the  horizontal distance  between the  rain rear and  the K)*-) 
arbitrary point  P, 

The abrolute  lonritudinal motion  of the  some point P is. 

The absolute  Ionpitue Inal motion 'f the nose rear  is: 

(>C) 

(31) 

?5 = ^r^ ('..: 
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We d i f f e r e n t i a t e equat ions 30 t h ru JU with r e s p e c t t o t i~e and arrange 
them in matr ix form where the l e f t column i s in absolu te coordinate.®, 
the r i g h t column i s in r e l a t i v e coord ina tes and [ A H i s the t r a n s f o r m a -
t i o n m a t r i x . 

% 

% 

% 

H0 > = 

1 1 

1 1 

-1 1 

\-lfi X/JL X/i 

-V "V* V iji -1 1 

1 

1 

Thi s can be a l s o w r i t t e n as { ? } « 

< > 

The expression for the kinetic energy car. be written 
as follows: 

/ 2KE = M (35) 

/ 

Evalua t ing [ > ! H M in equat ion 35J 
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where dM^ = incremental mass at pcint P , slugs 

MJJ = unsprung mass at nose gear , slugs 

= unsprung mass at main pears f slugs 

Integrating the preceding equations: 

A = K = M(l+ i } / f ) - 2 Su/X + n/x 
B = 2B' = M(l + J £ / f ) - 2 Su/4 4-l/Z 
C = = - 5U/^ - X / i z 

D = = M(V<) 
E = £' 
F = 

A 

= M 
G = & = M + MN 4 MM 

(37) 

v/here M = total sprung mass cf the fuselage f slugs, calculated from 
the maximum gross weight : J d Mp 

^ P Ŝ  = moment unbalance about the nose gear , slug ft. s 
PI . 

I = mass moment of inertia about the nose gear , slug ft. 

Writing the equations fc r the potent ial and dissipat ive 
energies of the system: 

2.PE « K, I.2 22
Z +ir3 i j4 IC,S + V"5 ^ 

and 

2De * c, a,2 + <:z&z 

(38) 

(39) 

By following a procedure similar tc that used with the k inet ic 
energy eauation we arrarge equations 3c ind ?y in matrix form and determine 
the f imlexpress ion for the equations of motion of the system. 

Uo> 



Since the dynamic gear loads computed from the preceding 
equation are over and above static loads the total gear loads are the 
sum of the dynamic and static loads. Static gear loads were calculated 
using the maximum gross weights since the dynamic analysis was performed 
on this basis. The dead weight gear loads were computed from static 
equilibrium conditions. 

The calculations of the resulting loads are shown in Table 3. 
The dead weight forces are superimposed onto the vibratory forces result-
ing in the aaglamn gear loadings. The data calculated shows the maximum 
loads on the main gear will always be a comprgssive loading which is almost 
obvious from th© fact that the main gear is aft of the aircraft c«g« The 
nose gear peak loads indicate a tension lead could exist, therefore the 
analysis can only be used as a guide since it could be expected that the 
nose gear will bounce off the ground during some portion of the towing 
impulse. ^ T* 

Table 3 shows only the loads thax pertain to towing start, if 
the aircraft were stopped abruptly the signs of the dynamic loads would 
change for all cases. The drag loads are the most critical and bending 
of the gear in the drag direction is the major problem. The absolute 
value for the drag loads apply for either starting or stopping while 
towing. Therefore the analysis is complete for this condition for the 
most critical load in absolute value. 



Table ? - Towinr Start Analysis: Maximum Landing Gear Lorxp 

Config. 

Data * ~~~— 
Fixed 

Je t 
T i l t 
Wing 

Extended 
Flap 

T i l t 
Prop 

Buried 
Fan 

FJJ, Nose Gear Dead Wt. 
a t Max. G.tf. - Lbs -10,700 -35,700 -28,800 -33,000 -17,000 
FM, Total Main Gear 
Dead Wt.at Max.G.W.-i£s -222,000 -299,000 -366,000 -429,000 -362,000 
F N/W -0 .06 -0 .16 - 0 . 1 1 - 0 . 1 1 -0 .07 

FM/W -1 .29 -1.34 -1 .39 -1 .39 -1 .43 
F N DYN- - Lbs 

(Max. V e r t i c a l ) 
1-27,300 
-27,700 

463,600 
-63,600 

+59,000 
-60,000 

+70,700 
-72,000 

440,000 
-40,700 

FM DJN. - Lbs 
(Max. V e r t i c a l ) 

+30,700 
-71,000 

+78,700 
-95,700 

+65,300 
-113,000 1 H

 +
 

w
 8 

0 
0 

0 +52,700 
-104.000 

FND Dyj}. - Lbs 
(Max. Longi tudinal) 

+74,000 
-7fi.onn 

+129,000 
-130.000 

+137,000 
-144.000 

+160,000 
-167.000 

+111,000 
- n s . n o n 

FN LXN/V 
+0.16 
-0 .16 

40.29 
-0.29 

+0.22 
-0 .23 

40.23 
-0 .23 

+0.16 
-0 .16 

FM D;yN./W +0.18 
-0 .41 

••0.35 
-0 .43 

40.25 
-0 .43 

40.17 
-0 .40 

4O.31 
-0 .41 

FND DYJi/W 
40.43 
-0 .44 

+0.58 
-0 .58 

+0.52 
-0 .55 

40.52 
-0.54 

40.44 
-0 .45 

(Fu + FN DYN)/W +0.10 
-0 .22 

40.13 
-0 .45 

40.11 
-0 .34 

40.12 
-0.34 

+0.09 
-0 .23 

(FM + Dyu)/W - 1 . 1 1 
-1 .70 

-0 .99 
-1 .77 

-1 .14 
-1 .82 

-1 .22 
-1 .79 

-1 .12 
-1.84 

Notes: (l) FM, FM DYN. n Dead weight and dynamic vertical load on both 
main gears. 

(2) FK, FN DYjjt o Dead weight and dynamic vertical load on nose 
gear 

(3) FJJD = Longitudinal dynamic load on nose gear 

(4) W n Normal design gross weight. 

(5) Sign Convention: + Tension load in Oleo 

+ Aft acting load 
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1. Tiedovm 

Tiedown conditions are usually checked for local structures and 
fitting attachments. Because the V/STOL configurations represent some 
departure in wing structural characteristics a brief analytical check was 
made on the criticality of the ground gust condition. 

The initial condition is with the aircraft tied down rigidly 
to the ground through landing gear and/cr fuselage attachment points. For 
the purposes of this analysis the aircraft was considered rigid to ground 
with only the elasticity of the wing responding to the transient air load-

For a preliminary type of analytical investigation, it is 
assumed that the gust is rapidly applied and from a vector direction so 
as to obtain the maximum effect. The gust is then assumed to die out 
rapidly so that the effedt is equivalent to a full cycle versed-sine pulse. 
The peak gust velocity is 60 knots. 

Thf lift loading on the wing is then: 

L = f i/£/> U* S/* (41) 

where L = the gust l i f t per wing , lbs . 
p - a i r f o i l l i f t slope , radians Q 

ot*,= geometric angle of attack = .175 radians (10 ), 
a representative value for this analysis 

U = gust velocity, 8̂ .6 ft./sec. as peak value 

£ S = £ actual wing area , ft. 

The forcing function on the wing is the lift loading assumed 
as an exponential ramp input. Each of the nodes will respond to 
type of dynamic loading and the response will depend on the ratio of .he 
pulse period to the natural period of the structure. 

The resulting bending moment is conservatively taken as the 
result of the full fundamental response of 1.7. The value of 1.7 is 
the maximum response factor that can be obtained from a versed-sine 
impure (Fig. 4-13 of Ref. 5 ). Undoubtedly some relief will be due to 
the fact that the higher modes will have their own reduced moc,*l response 
factor. However, the vibration analysis (Appendix IV) has shown the 
fundamental mode to be a dominant contributor for bending with induced 
torsion coupling. 

The half exponential input was selected as being most repre-
sentative for the gust from the study of the gust penetration analysis 
subsequently shown in this report. The initial build up of lift will be 
similar to the type found for the airdraft free to translate in a vertical 
direction. However, the reduction usually considered (gust alleviation 
factor) due to the vertical aircraft velocity (which would reduce the 
effective angle of attack) is emitted for the aircraft fixed to ground. 
The pulse time is used as twice the time usually taken to build up to 
peak lift, this being dependent on the chord and velocity of the gust,i»e. 

5U 



i* sc/au = time for peak build-up 

where s is the numer of semi-chords 

C is the chord of the wing in ft. 

U is the gust velocity 9 ft./sec. 

Other equations for this forcing function are the same as subsequently 
shown in detail for the gust penetration ir. Section III D. The response 
factor is dependent on the ratio of the lift bu'ld up time to the natural 
period of the structure. The response factor is fien the ratio of the 
dynamic to static amplitudes of wing motion. In this case the resulting 
bending moment will be the combination cf the Ig i:ing loadings with the 
peak wing lift (in positive direction) plus the vibratcry response on the 
wing inertial loadings from a first modal contribution. Since the body 
is fixed to ground the inertial loadings are about the Ig dead weight 
condition. 

The steady state leads and the resultant momenta, torsions and 
stresses are contained in Table 4. Maximum bending and shear stresses at 
the wing root are calculated from the following equations. 

Sfa = U3> 

c - I M -
** U ) 

2 where SL. » S« = bending and shear s t resses , lbs An 
b 3 

0 M ITM = bending and torsional moments, in - lbs 
3 

, 2 ^ = bending and tors ional section moduli, in 



T»>-<1 

Table U - Tiedown Condition: 60 Knot Wing Root Moments, Torsions 
~ ~ " " and Stresses 

Config. 

Data 
Fixed 
Jet 

Tilt 
Wing 

Extended 
Flap 

Tilt 
Prop 

Buried 
Fan 

, Lift Slope, Radians U62 U.58 U-75 U.22 3-75 

1/2S, Wing Area, Ft2 825 1183 1300 1280 1U00 

L »/^o<w(l/2)pV2(S/2) 
Wing Lift, Lbs. 8080 11,500 13,100 11,̂ 50 11,120 

Nz-L/(W/2),Load Factor 0.09U 0.103 0.100 0.07U 0.088 

Inertial Response Factoi 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9 

1G Steady Weight 
Loads 

Bending Moment 
Torsional Moment 

-11200,000 
300,000 

-26 £00,000 
-*#eo, ooc 

-36,100,000 
-3,li00,000 

-25,200,000 
-2,100,OOC 

-9,300,00C 
-1,600,000 

Peak Gust Loading 
Bending Moment 
Torsional Moment 

1,700,000 
153,000 

3,900,000 
151,000 

5,200,000 
196,000 

J,500,000 
196,000 

2,500,000 
566,000 

Peak Loading with 
Response 

Bending Moment 

Torsional Moment 
-700,00C' 

+2UU.000 

2,800,000 

-in .noo 

3,̂ 00,000 

-lUU.OOO 

-3,uoo,ooc 
-2.U00.00C 

-U7,ooo 
-870,000 
-2,900 
-SU.000 

Maximum Loading 
Bending Moment 
Torsional Moment 

-10,200,000 
697,000 

-25,700,000 
3,300,00c 

-3̂ ,900,000 
•3,300,000 

-25,100,000 
-U, 300, OCX 

-7$>00,000 
-1,100,0a 

Maximum Bending 
Stress, PSI 15,900 22,800 25,200 11,20c 3,700 

Maximum Shear 
Stress, PSI 1,360 7,100 7,500 8,10c 790 

Notes: (1) = 10/57-3 Bad. 

(2) Sign Convention 
Bending + Compression or. upper surface of wing 
Torsion + Nose up twist 



LA Braking 

This condition was analyzed for an initial forward velocity of 30 
knots assuming a linear force-time gradient (rise time = 0.1 sec.) until 
the maximum drag load is reached. This can be represented graphically 
as follows: 

where 7~ = instantaneous braking force /steady state 
braking force 

Figure T« - Drag Lead Force - Time Gradient 

The main and nose gear braking or drag forces are: 

MD = ~ U5) 

where FMD = main gear drag fcrce * lbs. 
Qp = coefficient of friction 
FM = main gear static vertical dead weight load t lbs. 
• 1 I / • A. Sl/ft = sign of 06 ^ where = absolute mction 

PNO = -CFC-K3a,* I/*. (46) 

where F^D = nose gear drag force f lbs . 

$ 

= nose gear static vertical dead weight lead , lbs. 
X, " sign of X 1 where *X. ^ = absolute motion 

When the brckes are apnlied there is a possibility that under the action 
of the braking fcrce a condition can exist where the landing gears will 
heve a velocity in the aft direction (with respect to the fuselage) greater 
than the forward velocity of the aircraft. If this occurs, the direction 
of the drag force is reversed. The terms |*1|| / X, and|Xg|/A.a 
are used in the computer analysis to change the sign of the absolute long-
itudinal motions of the nose and main gears and hence change the sign of 
the drag load. 

The equations of motion were solved by numerical integration in an 
I.B.M, digital computer for a system with 6 degrees of freedom. The out-
put from the computer program suonlied information on the time variation 



of nose and rain pear vertical and longitudinal loads. A rigid body-
analysis was performed as a preliminary investigation. The system is 
represented schematically in Fig. 34 where the positive sign convention 
and coordinates are defined. The nose and main landing gear oleos and 
tires are assumed to act as a linear spring and damper in both the ver-
tical and longitudinal directions. 

*° V 
¥ 

1 s, s, i 5 2 
f 

h 
% 

Main "'ose 

Fef. Table 1 for values of 13 % Gnd KiM 

?i~ure - Schematic of Aircraft Geometry for Braking Condition 

The following is a derivation of the equations of notion of 
the system. 

The absolute vertical motion of the main gear oleo is: 

The absolute vertical motion of the nose gear oleo is: 

g, = V *. 
The absolute longitudinal motion of the nose gear is: 

x, =• - Vfo*h)+ 
The absolute longitudinal motion of the main gear is: 

*2« "V-»(«»+?i)+ A/f(«,•?,> ̂  +*o 
The absolute vertical motion of an arbitrary point P is: 

»P =0- V4)&+^+ V-<(V*<)+ a 

where X. = the horizontal distance between the riain gear and the arbitrary 
point P. 

(47) 

us: 

U9) 

(•;o: 

(51) 
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We differentiate equations 4.7 thru 51 with respect to tine and arrange 
then in matrix form where the left column is in absolute coordinates, 
the right column is in relative coordinates and fccCj is the transfor-
mation matrix. 

< 

* 4 l 

i 1 

*3 1 

* L - 1 i 

f - -V* -V v 1 1 

x2 -Vi V 1 1 

HP w/f a# 2/f 

* 0 - > 
1 

This can be writ ten as W - M f r } 

The expression for the kinetic energy is; 

2.K E 

< 

r ~\ 
% 

h 

% 

H, 

(52) 

Evaluating in equation 52. 
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v/hrr« A'   = 

C  = 
D /  _ 

C/  = 

I    = 

MM 1- (V^MW ^ MM) +{l - y/tfw\p 

(V-O M M 

>» 

> (5?) 

whcro  dMp    -  incrcental  nans at point P   , slupa. 

Mv    = unsprunr mass  at ncse  roar  .  slups. 

My    = unsprunr ^11553 at main  fear  f  aluffl, 

Intcpxatini" equation 

A 

B 

C 

D 

F 

F 

G 

H 

J 

=   i A = M*. +{tykf{\Av 4 MM)+CM -2 5^ -t- ifs}) 

=    i C^ -CV^MFW + MM) + SJ/^ - I/^2 

> (5A) 

-^ 

v;hpre    M = total sprur.r rv>.sn or the fuselage  ^ slurs,   calculated ''rom 
naxintn rross weight = \   dMp 

and 

Su- ronent unbalance about  the nose pear  ,  slug - ft««^    "XdMp 

I = nass moment of Inertia nbout the nose gear^lup - ft, =\^cdMp 

Writing the equations  for the potential and dlssipatlve energies: 

2FE= K,^+K-2i/+Kj^ + K,l42 + K5X,2+i^x| (5;) 

2DEZC,?2 (50 



The formation of the matrices for the potential and dissipative 
energies is similar to the procedure used in forming the kinetic energy 
matrix. We can now write the matrix which contains the equations of 
motion of the system. 

A B C C -D - E - F 

B B c c - D - E - F 

c C G H D E F 

c C H H D E F 

-D -D D D 

- E - E E E M M 

- F - F F F 1 
_____ ___ 

•J 

I. 
is 
Z •3 

t 

% 

• • 
%o 

> + 

c, < 

*4 

*3 

*2 

%o 

+ 
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Cp-TKj p, V 

CpTK, PiJk/i *2 CFT-KJ/O. Hs/i 

KjCi-Cf-Tiij/O 

e K, 

KS 
"CFT-K,/O> K* 

-Cp-rx^Pz -Cf-TKSP, 

r -s 

> = 

-Cp-rV 

•+ fc PM) 

- V * (y°i Fn "*•/% FK\) 
V*faFw 

(ft FN + feF*0 
flFtf 
/°2

FM 

(57) 

where P\ = 
Pi- lWX2 

The static gear loads, based on maximum gross weight, were super-
imposed on the dynamic loads in order to determine the total gear load. 
Here, as in the taxi condition, the effect of wing lift due to forward 
speed has been accounted for by using equation 27 in computing static 
gear loads (Ref. Table 5). Because the aircraft begins slowing down at 
the instant the brakes are applied the static gear loads gradually in-
crease since wing lift decreases. The most critical gear loads are de-
termined at a point where the sum of the static and dynamic loads are a 
maximum. 
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Tahlft 1 - Brakinr Condition: »frr1mr • r*~"" c r I*""*" 

Config. 

Data 
Fixed 

J e t 
T i l t 
Wing 

Extended 
Flap 

T i l t 
Prop 

Buried 
Fan 

V . I n i t i a l Fwd.Vel. ,Kts. 30 30 30 30 30 

*VlS + FM ryN., Lbs. 
(Max. V e r t i c a l ) -253,000 -299,000 -U12,000 -429,00C -362,000 

FJJS + FN DYN., L b s . +38,800 
-flo.floo - 1 1 3 . 0 0 0 - 1 2 6 . 0 0 0 - l k i nor -112.000 

FMD DYN., Lbs. 
(Max. Longitudinal) 

+11+5,000 
-113,000 

+176,000 +215,000 
-176,OCO 

+182,00c +21U,000 

FND TYN., Lbs. 
(Max. Longi tudinal) 

+6,boo 
-3.800 

+19,000 
-7.900 

+16,000 
-6.100 

+19,000 
-6.000 

+9,300 
-2.800 

(FMS + FM TYN. )/W 
-1 . ^7 -1 .34 -1-57 -1 .39 -1 .43 

( F NS + DYN. )/W 
+0.23 
-0 .47 - 0 . 5 1 -0 .48 -0 .46 -0 .44 

FMD DYN./W +0.8U 
-0 .66 

+0-79 +0.82 
-0 .67 

•0 .59 +0.85 

FND DYN./W +0.04 
-0 .02 

+0.09 
-0 .04 

40.06 
-0 .02 

+0.06 
-0 .02 

+0.04 
- 0 . 0 1 

Notes: ( l ) FMS> FM DYN. " S ta t ic and dynamic v e r t i c a l loads on both main 
gears . 

(2) FNS, FN = Static and dynamic vertical load on nose gear. 

(3) PYN • FMD DYN. " Longitudinal dynamic nose gear load and 
longitudinal dynamic load on both main gears. 

(4) W = Normal design gross weight. 

(5) (FMS~FM EYN. ̂  and (^NSfFN DYN.) are determined at a point such 
that the combination of the two 
is a maximum. 

(6) F̂ g and Fjjg are calculated taking into account the effect of lift 
due to forward velocity of the aircraft. 

(7) 

(8) Sign Convention: + Tension load in Oleo 

+ Aft acting load 



B.    Take-Off Abort   (VTOL) 

For  the  tr.ko-off abort  rendition  the analysis  consiats  of proriictinc 
a  nafe operational rnvrlopo of helrht and  forward speed that  considers a 
partial power failure,    Thr   initial  condition  in a partial power  failure 
occuriiT while   in a normal VTOL node  of operation during take-off.     If 
there was   no problem of partial  power  failure,   these  aircraft confifiira- 
tiong could   simply make c vertical   taka-off and proceed  to  clear all ob- 
stacles i)efore enterinr  transition.    However,   there always exists the po- 
tential hazard  of a  partial power failure with, the attendent  problems of 
not having the ability  *o recover,  thus enabling the aircraft to allpht 
within  ^he aircraftr;  landing rear structural  limits.    Since all  these  con- 
firurations  ho^e  four or -orr rnfines^consideration was made  of having at 
least one enpine  out and  shuttinr down,   if necessary,   other power plants 
for aynnetry in  orricr   to maintain  sufficient lateral  stability.    The con- 
fipiirations are  assurnod  to have  a  sinrle enpine  failure with a  resulting 
25/f loss of power with  the exception  of  the Buried Fan  confipuration.    The 
latter '..'ill  require   two enrines  out of  it's  six enpine   installation riue to 
the  lateral  stability problem which appears  to  be  inherent with the enpine 
arrangement of this desipn.    The  Juried Fan  confipuration was  considered to 
have two larpe and   two  small  fans   in  the winp structure with no  cross duct- 
inp to the  individual  r/;n;i. 

The method  of analysis '.as based  on  considerinp the percent of hover 
power required with forward  speed,    A survey of technical literature 
(Ref, 9klcj )  has provided a comparative power with forward speed relation- 
shir    of the  configurations and  is shown in Fip.  35.    The percent power 
with forward  speed  is  then related to variations of the lift to weight 
ratio with forward  speed by considering the  remaining power and the re- 
quired power  for a particular forward  speed.    The estimated lift to weight 
ratio is then based  on "ho ratio of the available to the required power. 
A plot of this lift to weipht ratio versus forward speed is shown in Fig. 3^ 

The data as presented shews  that the Extended Flap, Fixed Jet, Tilt 
Wing, and Tilt Propeller configurations have roughly the  same   lift to weight 
ratios in the low speed range.    The Burled Fan configuration definitely has a 
poor      lift to weipht ratio due to the greater power required with forward 
speea and the greater power lot^s due  to  the fan arrangement.     It is not in- 
ferred that the data provided in Fip,  36 are absolute value  capabilities, 
but rather a relative  picture of the  configurations that have been studied. 
The analysis was  then divided into two parts for the lift to weight ratio 
concerned;  that of the Burled Fan and the approximation for all the other 
configurations. 

Within the   scope of this study a simplified method for predicting the 
height velocity envelope is as follows: 

Equations of Motion 

The vertical acceleration of the aircraft follovinp a power failure 
will be equal  to  the  net, difference  between the woirht and  the  remaining 
vertical  capability. 

M«   « W-L (53) 



where M = mass of the aircraft , slugs 
Z = height lost subsequent to time of pover failure , ft. 
•• % 2 Z = ( l - L / w ) g , ft./sec. 
W = VTOL design gross weight , lbs. 
L = vertical lift t lbs. 

The result of this force balance is a relation between the required 
height to limit the ground contact velocity to a specified value and the 
Lfit ratio(assuming that the lift to weight ratio remains constant) as 
follows: 

3f-*0-L/w)8 (K) 

Arbitrary constants (£,Q) 

The conditions are that Z = 0 at Z = 0; and Z = H, total height 
lost, when Z = Vz, the vertical ground contact velocity. 

Thus the total height lost for a given resultant contact velocity 
for a constant L/J ratio is: 

' H* (61) 

3olution for H-V Fnvelope 

The H-V envelope was found by using the specific allowable vertical 
contact velocity and the lift to weight ratios for each velocity considered 
at which a partial power failure is assumed to occur. The resulting H-V 
envelone diagram is shown in Fig. 37 for the Buried Fan and other config-
urations. The interpretation of this diagram is that there is a maximum 
height to permit staying within the safe envelope for these designs. It 
should be noted that this portion of the H-V envelope only defines the 
lower boundries of the areas of safe operation. There is an upner height 
that is not shown which would permit a dive-out procedure to limit the 
contact velocity with the ground and/or permit continued flight by enter-
ing into lower power required speed ranges. The latter portion of the 
H-V envelope would be associated with continued operation rather then a 
trke-off abort condition. 
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C. Maneuvers 

The five V/STOL configurations were designed for a limit maneuver 
loading resulting from a 3g normal load factor. For the wing structural 
design the design loads are divided into three types, these being: 

{ 

(a) Aerodynamic loads or. wing 
(b) External forces due to propeller, etc. 
(c) Inertial loading 

The breakdown of the above loadings are shown in Table 6 for the wing 
bending moments and torsions. In general, the inertial forces relieve 
wing bending in normal design practice and therefore the designer usually 
tries to include the heavy equipment or loadings to counterbalance the 
wing lift forces. A compromise is, of course, required when consideration 
is given to the landing leads conditions wherein the wing lift has usually 
one or less g's with the predominent loading being from the landing gear. 

A simple type of maneuver condition has been used for this portion 
of the load investigation and consists of prescribing the build-up of 
maneuver normal load factor. The build—up was assumed to be from the 
normal level flight condition (lg) tc a limit normal load factor (3g's) 
in .10 seconds and held constant thereafter at the 3g level. This rapid 
acceleration build-up is an extreme condition and is to be used only for 
a relative comparison of the structural response problems of the V/&T0L 
configurations. 

The method of analysis for the maneuver condition was to apply the 
prescribed acceleration on the body. For the purposes of this analysis 
only the wing dynamic response was considered in order to study the effects 
of the structural rigidity and mass distribution of designs peculiar to 
the V/STOL configurations. 

The method of analysis considered only the lowest modal frequency 
response of the wing structures. In the general solution of the dynamic 
system the equation of dynamic equilibrium (in tensor form) for a homo-
geneous or free vibration case is: 

%• Kofe (62> 
where M ̂  is the mass tensor 

a 
^ is the coordinate tensor cf the system and includes both 

translatory and rotary displacements. 

The coordinate tensor qa is assumed to be a linear combination of the 
modes and a time dependent function, that is, a separation of variables. 

r»n r 

Hi 'I ?(,) a.') J M (63) 
where q , . is the rth mode, r = 1 - - - n 

(r) 
The kinetic energy of the system is then 

KE * i/i ( u ) 

6? 



By normalizing the nodel shapes and using the concept that the nodes are 
orthogonal to the mass tensor, 

' KE - i/2 J § b 

and = krone eker del ta tensor 

A similar approach is used with the potential cnerpy of the system. 

— //3 ? -pe = \/a K*b gY ' *ab 5 S 

(65) 

(66) 

where, Kab i s the spring tensor 

8(r> (67) 

The system now becomes diagonalized, that is, the spring tensor in the 
new coordinate system is diaronalized and the terns are the square of 
the frequencies. In metrix form: 

[KJ]= 
(68) 

When assumir." only a Iciest nodal contribution the resv.lt is an equation 
in normal coordinates: 

^ + Oof j " O (69) 

This i s the equivalence of a single degree of freedom system. Thus,ty 
assuming the body and wing mass as separate systems with a single spring 
between , t h e c lass ica l solutions for response factor of single degree 
of freedom systems can be used# 

The response of a rapidly applied load when maintained indef in i te ly 
depends on the r a t i o of the r ise time to the natural period fcf the e l a s t i c 
s t ruc ture . The response curve is shown in non-dimensional form in Fig. 38 
for reference. 

The natural periods of the wing fixed a t i t s root have been analyzed 
and are shown in Table 19 in Appendix IV of which the f i r s t bending data 
has been used for t h i s analys is . For th i s analysis the response ra t io i s 
defined as follows: 

R = Maximum V'inr Acceleration 
Mar.5nun increnental body g's 

The maximum increnental body g's equal 2 g's going fron a lg flight con-
dition to the limit of 3 g's. The response factor is a factor on the 
lewest modal shape and the bending and torsional mcnents are found by the 
following (Ref. Fig. :<y). 
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fBending \ • 
B.M. l̂ Ving Root; ("">) 

\/here = weight at ith coordinate. 

= modal shape of ith coordinate (normalized to unity at wing tip) 
for first mode. 

Rj. = response factor. 
^ i'oot) = distance from ith section to root section. 

2 = thr number of incremental g's. 
/Torsion \ 

T.M. y^Wing Root; = £wC 2 f y ( Z L - X ^ (71) 

where (x^ — x root) — distance from wing e l a s t i c axis a t root# 

The f i n a l resul t ing peak bending moments and torsions consider the 
direct ion of the vibrat ing wing. 

Case (l) Wing Vibration Up (See Fig. 40 ) 

In this case the maximum vibration g's are reinforced by the lg 
loading and all the inertial forces oppose the air loads and external 
forces. This is not a critical condition for bending but must be invest-
igated because the predominate forces in torsion are inertial. 

Case (2) Wing Vibration Down (See Fig. 40) 

In this case the maximum vibration g's add to the external forces 
with some relief from the 1'g steady loads. The bending will be greatest 
in this case. 

The maximum bending and torsional stresses at the wing root are 
found by using the section modulus of the wing (Ref. equations 43 $ 44# 
part A 3) . The resulting calculations are shown in Table 6 and tabulate 
the mAvlrmin wing response factors, bending moments and torsions. The 
resulting maximum bending and torsion stresses are shown for all five 
V/STOL configurations. 
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Table 6 - 1 - r i vcr condition: Winp Hoot Moments. Torsions 
end Stresses 

" ^ - ^ ^ ^ C o n f i g . 

Data 
Fixed 

J e t 
T i l t 
Wing 

Extended 
Flap 

T i l t 
Prop 

Buried 
Fan 

Ai r loads and 
E x t e r n a l Loads 

Bending Moment 
Tors iona l Moment 

5U,700,00C 
6,100,000 

L H J ^ J O O O 
4,700,000 

157,000,000 
7,700,00c 

UA600,000 
7,900,OCX 

86,300,000 
16,500,000 

1G Steady S t a t e 
F l i g h t I n e r t i a Loads 

Bending Moment 
Tors iona l Moment 

-11,200,000 
300,000 

-26,800,0a 
•3,300,000 

-36,700,000 
-3,4OO,OOC 

-25,200,00C 
-2,100,CXX 

-9,300,000 
>-1,600 poo 

1s t Modal I n e r t i a l 
Response Loads 

Response Fac tor 

Bending Moment 

To r s iona l Moment 

2 .0 

-15,000,000 

5,200,000 

2 .0 

-55,200,000 

•2,200,000 

2 .0 

-69^00,000 

-2,900,00c 

1 . 9 
-4,600,OCX 
•87,000,000 
-3,200,00C 
61,200,000 

1 - 9 
-1 ,000 , OCX 
-19,800,000 

-70 , OCX 
-1,200,0CX 

Maximum Loading 

Bending Moment 
Tors iona l Moment 

i3,$CC,CC0 
1 / no ,000 

88,100,000 
1,400,000 

120,300,OCX 
4,300,00C 

110,800,® 
.<£,$0,000 

>76,000,000 
14,800,CXX 

Maximum Bending 
S t r e s s . T3I 68,000 78,200 87,OOC 49.50C 37.000 
Maximum Shear 
S t r e s s , PSI 22,700 3,040 9,650 104,CXX 10,800 

Kotes: (l) Sign Convention: 
Bending + Compression on upper surface of wing 
Torsion + Pitch up twist 
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D.    Hunt Penetration 

An a prpllninnry  Invr-Mration of t.ho  rriticnlity of print penetra- 
tlon,n  simplified annlynin \,:ir. urn c] to rlptrmino  the mxirrun vine liondinp 
and torrion loaris. 

The  fllrht  condition  in  taken at 125 prrcrnt  of the  cruise  speed 
condition  for all  the V/STOL confifurations.    The  runt velocity Is  ^0 
fpn uslnr standard  nea  Inv« 1  density an a mont  neverc  condition. 

The  cnlculaMon of  the   nast  loads on  fhe aircraft is baaed on a 
ninrle    'incrrtr   r^at to detrmine   the offectn  on  the winp root brndinp 
nornent.     This ir.volvm  the  character of the  fust and  the dynamic response 
of +he  ripid and elastic structure. 

For the purposes of this portion of the  invrntifation of dynamic 
response  on the V ^TOL con.fifu-'ntions, a reasonable  desifm evaluation Is 
rüde in the following steps: 

(a) Steady state  pust response  of the rifid aircraft, neplectlng 
the degree of freedom in translation and aerodynamic lag. 

(b) Gust alleviation factor based on the aerodynamic parameters 
including only the translatory degree of freedom and  considering the 
aerodynamic lag, 

(c) Non-dimensional acceleration-time history for the  configurations 
for the ririd body gust loading. 

(d) First modal structural dynamic response of the wing structure 
based on the resulting acceleration-time history of the rigid body gust 
loading in the translatory derree of freedom, 

(e) Combining the wing aerodynamic loading with the dynamic 
inertial loadinrs of the fundamental modal response. 

While this is a simplified tyne of gust response, previous work as 
described in section 10-6 of Ref, k ,  shows that this is a rational 
approach with reasonable results. 

Steady State Gust Response 

The incremental lift load on the wings is: 

AL = /3A*v */afV*5 (72) 

where     JS = the  lift  slope      ^^-       in radians, 

^Ptf the  Incremental  chanre in aerodynamic winr anr'lc  of attack 
(radians)   fror, a vertical   mint. 

Nr = 125^ of normal  cruise  nrcrd,  ft,/sec. 

O = winp area,   ft. 



For small changes in angle of attack, the vertical acceleration for a 
steady state condition is: 

where U is the gust velocity in ft./sec. 

Gust Alleviation Factor 

The aircraft was assumed to enter a region of a sharp edged 
vertical gust. The solution to this type of entry into a sharp edged 
gust has been presented in Reference U and consists of the solution in 
terms of the ratio of the rigid body acceleration to the steady state 
rigid body acceleration with respect to the number of semi-chord lengths 
of wing travel. An independent variable, that is part of this solution, 
is the non-dimensional mass parameter "No-

where M = aircraft mass, slugs 

C = wing chord, ft. 

A plot of the peak r a t i o of accelerat ions versus the mass parameter 
i s shown in Fig. 41. The gust a l lev ia t ion factor i s defined as the 
r a t i o of the peak accelerations end i s plotted in Fig. £1 and tabulated 
for the f ive V/tTOL configurations in Table 7. 

Non-Dlmenaional Acceleration-Tine History 

The gust loading acceleration i s non-dimensionalized by dividing 
the cust acceleration by the peak value. The time his tory i s non-dimen-
sionalized by dividing by the time to reach the peak accelerat ion. 

In order to provide the time history«a solution of the acceleration 
r a t i o versus semi—chords of Fig. 10—22 of Reference U was used. Therefore 
the actual time vas found from: 

where s i s the number of semi—chords traveled. 

Since the mass ra t ios of the V/STOLs are su f f i c i en t ly close to the 
range of = 30 to 70, there i s no appreciable difference in the i r 
acceleration-time his tory , and the resul t ing non-dimensional acceleration 
time his tory shown in Fig. 42 applies for a l l the dynamic response ca l -
culations . 

F i r s t Modal St ructura l Dynamic Response 

The charac te r i s t i c acceleration-time history i s shown in Fig. 43. 
This his tory can be approximated by a step function having an exponential 
f ron t such as shown in Fig. 4-20 of Roference 8 . 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 
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ZK, i-e" o*t*t3 (76) 

5^ til tits 

In thin  r^ nr  n  - _ 2 TT   bont  rrprenents the  non-dinrnnlonal riatn 
and  +.hn  rrnultinf rmponno  f?ir+oT   i3 * 

f i-e5*   V      -rrr*^ 4^3^ (77) 

v.'hrrr   t-.   ir  the   tir.e  to rrach prGJ< acceleration and T„ is  the  natural period. 

The acceleration renponse factor R_ is shown in Fip,  .'.3 vith the ratio 
of the time  to peak pulse to fundamental wing period.    Since  the fall-off 
in acceleration  in  rradualj'ind the  peak rospon.ie will occur at  less than 
the unit rrtio of t,/r«|tho use of the  functional innut is  considered suff- 
iciently accurate   :'or Ihe purposes of  this  analysis. 

In Fir.   /.3f the  acceleration response   factor is shown with  points 
referenced  to the  V/STOL confifurations.    While the ratios of t^A^ v&ry 
fror, ,10 to  .56  for   „he fusts,all  the V/STOL wings have a response close to 
the naxirrun of 2,0, 

Winr Loads and Stresses 

The total ring bendinp: moment is a combination of the following: 

1, The  lr steady state  flight  loads   consist of wing lift equal to 
the veirht of the aircraft.    The  root bending moment is the  result of the 
lg air loading less  the lg weight forces on  the wing, 

2, The  A g air loading from the  rigid body v/ing gust loading, 

3, The dynamic  inertial loadinp en the winr, which will be the full 
A g condition times the response factor for the wing vibrating up,  in- 

crernes the usual inertial relief.    A  second condition will be for the wing 
vibratinr down when the  inertial relief is reduced as shown in Fig, ^0, 

The wing bendinr moments,  torsional moments,  and stresses are showi 
in Table B,    The most critical of the moment combinations is resolved into 
bendinr and torsional  stresses.    The maximum bending and shear stresses it 
the wing root arc  calculated  from equations ^3 and 1J+ of part A3   of this 
section. 
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Table 7 -. Oust Penetration i   Rigid Body D>ta 

^^■^•^^^Conf ig. 
Data                 -^^ 

Fixed 
Jet 

Tilt 
Wing 

Attended 
Flap 

Tilt 
Prop 

Buried 
Fan 

/9, Lift Slope, Rad. lf.62 It.58 U.75 U.22 3M 

VtlZ5t Cruiae, Ft/See 850 580 580 630 850 

AOCWf V/V, Rad. 0.056 0.087 0.087 0.079 0.056 

W/8, Lba/Jt2 86.7 93.0 100 120 7U.3 

A« et    , Ft/Sec2 91 55 53 ^3 86 

W/SC 8.67 7.60 7.00 6.80 3.20 

>vM, Mass Ratio 73 6h 59 57 27 

Kw, Alleviation 0.81» 0.6k O.c* 0.8U O.78 

A&   , Ft/Sec2 77 k6 k3 36 7h 

Awz* ^S(8 2.38 IM l.lfO 1.11 2.30 

C/2V 5.6xl0'3 12.6atlO"3 12.3xlO"3 13.9xl0"3 12.6xlO"3 

t3# Time to Peak 
fccceleration. Sec« 0.112 0.252 0.2U6 0.278 0.151 

^3/1^, Tine Ratio 0.105 0.186 0.152 0.556 0.320 
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Tkble 6 -  Oiiat Ptaatratloni   50 fpa Ou«t Wing Rcot Momtnta. Toralom 
— *""" 2535255    —— 

^'^^^^^^^^Conf ig. 
Data            ^-^^ 

Fixed 
Jet 

Tilt 
Wing 

Extended 
Flap 

Tilt 
Prop 

Buried 
Fan 

lg Steady State 
Flight Loads 

Bending   Moment 
Torsional Moment 

7,000,000 
3,200,000 

U,500,000 
-1,600,00( 

15,600,000 
360,000 

21,600,000 
530;OOC 

19,500,000 
2,000,000 

A g ^ust Aerodynamic 
Wing Lift Loads 

Bending   Moment 
Torsional Moment 

«3,^00,000 
3,900,000 

Ji,l400,000 
2,100,000 

73,300,000 
2,600,000 

?2^00,000 
2,900,000 

66,100,000 
L]i,800,000 

Ist Modal Inertial 
Gust Response Loads 

Response Factor 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9 

Bending   Moment 

Torsional Moment 

m 

ntQocflco 
6.200.000 

.39^qo,ooc -liB^OO.OOC 

.2.000.000 

-5ö,8D0,00C 

U^700DGJ 

1,200^000 

.l.liOO.OOO 

Maximum Loading 

Bending Moment 
Torsional Moment 

50,liüo,oa 
L3,200,00( 

65,900,00( 
-1,000,00 

68^00,000 
3,100,000 

13,600,000 
32^00,00d 

)ii,li00,000 
L6,800,00C 

Maximum Bending 
Stress, PSI 78,700 58,500 64,200 32,900 ifl,000 

laxlmum Shear 
Btress, PSI 25,700 2,170 7,000 60,500 12,200 

Notes:    (l)    Sign Convention 
Bending + Compression on upper surface of wing 
Torsion •«• Pitch up twlat 



E.     fading Candltton 

The Initial conditions for landing Impact are high forward speed, a 
vertical sinking speed of 9 fps., and lift equal to 2/3 gross weight* 
The following three landing conditions are used to provide the basis of 
landlnr gnar stroke and loads subsequently used in the dynamic response 
analysis. 

(1)    ThrM Paint Uvml Undtn» 

In Fig, 44 a schematic representation of the forces on 
the gears is shown for a three point level landing which produces the 
maximum vertier! nose gear loads.   The equations of motion are related 
to the aircraft center of gravity as followst 

ZlJsMäo (78) 

where   FJJ = average vertical nose gear oleo load, lbs. 

Fjyj s average vertical main gear oleo load for both gears, lbs. 

L   = lift at the center of gravity, lbs. 

V   = aircraft design gross weight, lbs. 

Nw = vortical load factor at the center of gravity equal 
to (2 + VW) , g's 

— - - - (79) 

where n = horizontal distance between nose gear and center of gravity. 

a^ = horizontal distance between main gear and center of gravity. 

1^ = vertical distance between nose gear cocle and  center of gravity. 

12 = vertical distance between main gear axle and center of gravity. 

Conaidcring the total drop energy of the aircraft: 

E=[^-+SL6]w 
where    V- = vertical sinking speed, ft./sec. 

^LG = average landlnr gear deflection which is assumed equal 
to the main gear stroke, ft. 

The drop energy is absorbed by the landing gear as follows: 

ESP^ + F^SM + LS^ 
where Ojj and   Su are the nose and main gear strokes, ft. 
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Equatlnr the tvo energiesi 

[^- + SuJv/ = RaffN + FM^M-hLgLÄ (so) 
SclvinfrpquntlonB 79 aqfl 80 siraultaneoualy and recopilalnn the gear 

effldenciee PJJ = FJJ l\N and F« = F    ^  „, where ^M   and    I^M      are 
assumed equal, ve arrive at expressions for the nose and main gear loads 
FN and FM. 

PM = J- r fa. trafij(a)rtrt SnCw-d,I (ei) 

FM 
■  r a**südt* ^("-^: .1 

H*   I      SMCa.--?5Xl)+SH(al4N2S^J (32) 

Substita.itinf the expressions for FN and F    in equation 78 and solving 
for     " N * a. 

(83) 

By plotting   Sj^ vs.   o M for each configuration It was determined 
that     S  M equals   o » when the stroke is approximately 1ft«    This value 
can now be used in equations 81 and 82 to determine the caar loads assuming 
an overall pear efficiency of 80 percent •   The   drag loads are equal to 
25 percent of the oleo load,    (Ref. Table 9). 

(2)    Tail Dc(wn landing 

In Fip. 44 a schematic representation of the forces on the gears is 
si ovm for a tail down landing condition which produces the maximum vertical 
nain f»ar loads.    The equations of motion are related to the aircraft center 
of previty as follows: 

v/here ?0 = verticel acceleration at the center of pravity 

&*  3/V(FM4L-W) (aO 
2 My = ly Öy 

ay «C- F^a2 .La'fa/r**/) (85) 

"3 



where        öy  ■ aircraft angular pitehlnp acceleration , rad/ecc« 
2 2 r     = lyM ■ pitehlnß radlue of ryrntion , ft, 

e     = horizontal distance betwee.» the center of preesure and 
the center of f^ravlty = o. 

h     « vertical dlotance between the center of pre saure along 
the wing chord and the center of gravltyt 

J(*   = vertical distance between static ground line and center 
of gravity. 

s angle of inclination between aircrnft and ground, 

e       B h sin tf 

a2     = a1 cos J^ - jf3 sin öf 

The total linear acceleration at the main rear is: 
• • •%      •« 

Substituting from equations 8 A and 85 

Una« g/tV[^^-»-L-v^+aa^aaf L^)]        (&) 
From the equation of uniformly accelerated motion (no rotation): 

where Vp s final velocity , ft#/sec. = 0 

V^ = initial velocity , ft./sec, = Vz 

s=sM 
Substituting and solving for Z»«, 

*M#Ä  "#■ (87) 

Fquatinp: the tv/o expressions for Zj-, from equations 86 p.nd   37 

Since   L = 2/3 W and considering the overall efficiency IM ve solve for 
the pe0k load FM =  -^ (m) 

i 

H 



FM is a vertlccl load with reopoct to the ground but ßinoo the air- 
craft 18 Inclined at an angle J^the axial load in tho strut F^ and the 
drag load normal to tho strut FMD are determined as follows. 

FM = FM COfl t + •& FM 8in ^ I*» 
F^f) = .25 FM COB pf - FM sin ^ (90) 

(3)    Tv;o Point Braked - Roll 

The rrodnum main gear drag loads are produced by a 2 
point braked-roll condition at the mcximum gross weight.    In Fip, 44 
the forces on the pears are illustrated schematically for this condition. 

The loads are calculated as follows: 

FM = W 

FMD = Cf FM (91) 

where Fj^p = main gear drap load on both gears, lbs, 

Cf s coefficient of friction = 0,8 

For the cr.lculations of the gecr loads the ground friction 
factor (vrith some braking) is taken as «25.   The overall gear efficiency 
is estimated as being 80 percent.    The summary of the gear data loads 
and eg accelerations is contained in Table 9. 

The accrlcration-time history for the aircraft eg is best 
represented by the general characteristics of known landing gear data. 
The pulse period and general character have been reviewed in the Jig 
drop test data of Reference 17 and a non-dimensional relationship is 
shown in Fig. ^5, An assumed equivalent function and drop test data 
(Rof. 17) arc illustrated in Fig, ^5. 

The equivalent forcing function is approximated as a symmetrical 
oulse with a rise of one quarter of the pulse period, a dwell having con- 
stant amplitude for one half the pulse period and, a decay symmetrical 
with the rise.    The response factor for such a forcing function is solved 
in Firaire 4-21 (a) of Ref, 18 and is calculated with reference to the 
ratio of times with the V/STOL confipurations' fundamental period.    The 
calculated values are shown in Table  (10), 

The landing pulse tine for pears invcatipr.tcd indier.te a total 
period of ,4. seconds is renrrsontrtive.    The tine to peak acceleration is 
in the order of ,1 to .15 seconds.    For this analysis the approximation 
used should be  sufficirntly rrnrosentr.tivc. 



The limit loads arrived at in the preceding landing loads 
tnalyeie are multipled by a factor of 1*5 to arrive at ultimate load- 
ings.   Using these ultimate loads as applied to the aircraft and con- 
sidering the \ 'ng structural response factor the wing bending, torsion, 
and stresses are found.   These data are compiled in Table 10,   The com- 
bination of lg steady state wing loads is added to the dynamic rebponse 
inertial loadings of the landing impact. 
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Three Point level landing 
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Tail Down landing 
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Braked Roll - 2 Point 

^/JSSJSJSSSSS* *? ******** ***** 
OF^oa-aii, 

Firure ^^   - Schenr.tic of Izmdinp Gear Loac1g 
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Tftbl» 9 m nYAm**M n^iign Landing Qir Loadi 

Confiß. 

Stpoke-Ft 

"Mi fitrnlcd-ft. 

F^, Lbe, -^50.000 

3 Point -EUfc-ÜÄ 

Level f1^-1^ 

Landing IMJL 

JkiL 

JtaAL 

iWü. 

Uz At Ü.G. 

Hz At Gear 

Fixed 
Jet 

Tilt 
Wing 

1.0 

jja, 
-62JQQQ. 

1%QQQ 

»4,000 
-0.36 

-2.62 

iM2i 

i2^. 
2.66 

2.0 

1.0 

JUfi. 

-aipOOQ 
■sa.ooo 

aajQQ 
136,000 

^O^i 

-2.U 

^J4 
^il 
2.66 

2.0 

Extended 
Flap 

Tilt 
Prop 

Buried 
Fan 

1.0 1.0 1.0 

-Lfi. .U. liOL 

■ajjfijMQ dß^QQ. -gA.W 
-670,000 -791t000 

aefloa 3A.000 

168,000 197.000 

-Ot44 -0.A3 

-2.55 -2.57 

JUi. Ali 
A6L 0.64 

2.66 2.66 

2.0 2.0 

-^76,000 

21.000 

169.000 

.=0,33 

-2.67 

o.oe 
0.67 

2.66 

2.0 

Braked 
Roll, 2? 

JkWÜÄ 279,000 ifli^QQ. 4Z4»flflg 5^5.000 

l£M&~ -LiL jLSflL JLAL -Utt 

A55f000 

«^ESkftfi .LO. iftO. 1,0, 1.0 1.0 

Tail 

Down 

Landing 

I*\ P». saauMfl -66^-000 797,999 -9LQ.000 -77?,ooc 

-lA, Ma. ^4^200. 83fQQQ 3^9,999 99,000 96,000 

I^L j&oz. ^26 

■ ^»3f Q.17 JUl 
-?i9? j^i -3,05 

iUfi. J2J2 jcua 

rioteei    (1)   Tm?w   «iofFN&FM 

(2) FJ.J ■ the total load on both main geara 

(3) AH loads are normalised by dividing by the deaign groae weight. 

U)   For the braked roll condition gear loada are calculated from 
the STOL weight. 

(5)   For the tail down landing condition Fj./ & Fj^  are the 
vertical anö drac loads vith respect to the aircraft coordinate 
axis rotated through the angle 0, 
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■ 4   , '* "- 

TM* 2D " landing ItoactiWing Root Mo—nta. Tbwlona, and Strteiai 

£onfl«# Flxtd 
Jet 

0.3^ 

nit 
Viog 

0.30 

Extendtd 
Flap 

0,25 

Tilt 
Prop 

0.80 

Burled 
Fan 

0.85 

1 c Steady Stet« 
Fliffat loada 

Bending Mooent 
Sonional MoMnt 

7,000,000 
3,200,000 

11,500,000 
■1,600,000 

15,600,000 
360,000 

21,600,000 
530,000 

19,500,000 
2,000t000 

Ut Modal Inertial 
Reapone e Loada 

Reaponee Functor 
Bending Hosient 

Tonional Mooent 

1.54- 
-3,400,000 
11,500,000 
1,200,000 
^,000,000 

I0A2 
16,000,000 
•39,200,000 

•626,000 
-1,540,000 

1.20 
27,700,900 
MO, 500,000 
-1,200,000 
-1,730,000 

1*63 
16,800,000 
74,600,000 
11,900,000 
52,500,000 

1,56 
-4,600,000 
,300^000 
-286,000 

-1,000,000 

-16 

MaziauD Loading 

Bendiz« Mooent 

Xoreional Mooent 

-4,500,000 

7,200,000 

-27,700,000 

-3,100,000 

25,900,000 

-1,400,000 

53,000,000 

52,000,000 

14,900,000 

1,800,000 

Maxima Bending 
Streaa. Pgl 7,050 24,600 1^,700 23,700 7,250 

Maximal Shear 

Streaa, PSI 34,000 6,700 3,070 97,500 1,280 

Noteei    (l) Sign Convention 
Bending / Coopreealon on upper surface of wing 
Torsion / PUcti-.j*4Mtft 

! 
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IV.    DETERMINATION OF DEGREE AND RELATIVE CRiriCAUffiSS 

or massmi RESPONSE 

Based on the analyses of Section III9the structural response cal- 
culations were presented in tabular form for all 5 V/STOL configurations 
and for each parameter investigated. 

The determination cf the degree of relative criticalness is based 
on the ratio of the value of the peak dynamic response load or stress 
including all steady state conditions with a corresponding normal design 
ultimate load or stress«    These normal design ultimate loads and stresses 
were determined in the landing gear loads analysis and the v ing structural 
analysis respectively for each V/STOL configuration.    landing gear loads 
were determined for three conditions} (l)    3-Polnt level landing,  (2) 
Braked Roll-2 Point, and (3) Tall Down landing (Ref. Section III E). The 
maarlmum nose and main gear vertical and drag loads were chosen from these 
three conditions for comparison with a corresponding dynamic load In de- 
termining the degree of criticalness.   The maximum wing bending and tor- 
slonal moments vere calculated at the wing root of each configuration 
from a A.5 g ultimate maneuver condition and are subsequently used vlth 
a corresponding dynamic wing bending or torslonal moment to determine the 
degree of criticalness. 

The degree of criticalness (Ref. Table 11) was determined for two 
types of conditions. 

(1) Wing Structural Conditions 

a. Tiedown 
b. Maneuver 
c. Gust Penetration 
d. landing Impact 

(2) landing Gear Conditions 

a. Taxiing and Take-Off Run 
b. Starting and Stopping While Towing 
c. Braking 

In the first proup, Wlnp Structural Conditions, the degree of 
criticalness in refined ?,a the ratio cf the dynamic and steady state 
stress to the ultimate denlgn strosa at the wing root.    This can also 
be stated asJ 

Winp Structural Derree of Crltlcnlnoss  - Dvnfljniff 4 Steady State Streaa 
Ultimate Stress 

SDYN + SSS 
siiiir 



It Spyji + Sss       Is       i 1,0 —^— Pallure of structvire 
S™  10.897 Yielding for 7075-T6 

For the second group, landing Gear Conditions, the degree of 
criticalneas is defined as the ratio of the maximum total main or nose 
gear load (static and dynamic) to the maximum ultimate design load cal- 
culated for the gear (Re.f. Table 9)*    In equation form: 

landing Gear Degree of Criticalness = ^blN + 'Static)^ 

All gear loads have been nonoallaed for convenience by dividing by the 
design gross weight of the aircraft in question. 

A ratio of 1.0 indicates that a failure condition is eminent and 
above 1.0 failure occurs.   A value of less than 1.0 may not be critical 
if the material used Is such that the yielding is close to the ultimate 
stress.    However, normal practice usually requires that a factor of 
safety of 50 percent be used with the limit load or stress. 

There is a condition in which no ratio can be established such as 
tike-off abort.    In this case only relative numbers indicate the critical- 
ness of the configurations and the condition« 

With all the conditions of Section III analyzed for all 5 config- 
urations« a matrix is formed and shown in Table 11. 

Upon examination of the matrix, the most critical condition appears 
to be starting and stopping while towing.   However, this condition is 
believed to be conservative and can be eliminated by providing an energy 
absorption device such as that discussed in Section VI,  item A. 

The next most critical condition is taxiing and take-off run.    It 
is recognized that the method of linear analysis utilized for this condition 
may be conservative.    However,  the trend is such as to indicate that 
further detail investigation is warranted for the runway dip condition on 
the Tilt Wing V/STOL configuration. 

Other conditions also indicate a relative degree of criticalness 
that warrants further investigation.    But within the scope of the contract| 
only the runvay dip condition is to be analyzed in detail.   Recommendations 
for further studies are contained in Section VIII. 
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Table 11- Degree of Crltlcalneea 

Taxiing 
& 

Take-Off 
Run 

Starting 
Ei Stopping 

While 
Towing 

Nose Gear 
Trans latior 

Main Gear 
Translation 
Nose Gear 
Vertical 

Nose Gear 
HorigQntal 
Main Gear 

Yflrtlflal 

1.80 

2.^6 

0,60 

^83 

0.56 

Tilt 
Wing 

2,82 

2,88 

0,82 

4.23 

0.59 

Extended 
Flap 

2.73 

2.66 

0.77 

4.95 

0.60 

Tilt 
Prop 

2.65 

2.69 

0.79 

5.00 

0,59 

Buried 
Fan 

1.90 

2.57 

A20. 
i^B 

0^ 

Tiedovn 

Wing 
Bending 
Strass 0.20 0.29 0.32 o.u 0.05 

Wing 
Shear 
SiEflBÄ 

0.03 0.15 0.16 o.ia 0.02 

u ?» 
Braking .NosrG< 

Ul &31 SLSL JLflL UL 
I 1S_ 

fiflSi luSa 

o.u 
Qrillcal 

0.66 0.54 

SS 
0.56 

M 
0.49 

CrUlfiil £21 1 
M. 0.52 0^. 0.46 

^ 

0.47 

Take-Off 
Abort 

Not 
Critical 

Not 
Critical 

ma 
Not 

Critical 
tot 

Crlticalj 
TOL 

Not 
Critical 

got 

Maneuver 

Wing 
Banding 
Stress 

0,87 1.00 1.02 0.64 0.47 

Wing 
Sh« 0.49 0.07 0.21 2.26 0.24 
SU-MI 

Gust 

Fenetratlot 

Wing 
Banding 1.01 0.75 0,82 0.42 0.53 

Wing 
Shear 0.56 0.05 0.15 1.32 0.27 

Landing 

Impact 

Wing 
Bending 
SSttM 

0.09 0.32 0.24 0.30 0.09 

Wing 
Shear 
Stress 

0.30 0,15 0,07 2.L2 0.03 

Notes:   (l) Structural Decree of nriticalnese * Sr?f j,8!3! strf"^ 
-, Ult, Stress 

If -SS25> is 2 1.0 Failure of structure 
Sult 2   .897 YleuiJing for 7075-T6 

(2) lawiing Gear Degree of Criticalness &        ^ ^ ^atatlc)Aj 
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V.    DETAIL STRUCTURAL RESPONSE ANALXSB 

A,    Dlacuaalon of Problam 

The purpose of the detailed dip analysis Is to Investigate the 
effects of wing-fuselage flexibility, runway speed, and runway roughness 
on the degree cf relative crltlcalness.    Consider the fully coupled air- 
craft response as It moves over a single  (1 - cosln^) dip of flaed depth 
for various values of dip length.   The mathematical iu>del for the aircraft 
Includes flexibility of wing and fuselage, main and nose gear tire spring 
rates, as veil as oleo spring and damping rates.    Only syiranetrical responses 
of the aircraft are assumed for this analysis, that is, antl-syranetrlc 
response including roll Is not considered.    This requires that the dip be 
wide enough in the dlrectlcn perpendicular to thedlrectlcntf aircraft motion 
to encompass all the gears. 

The aircraft chosen for detail study is the Tilt Wing configuration 
which was found to be most critical in the preliminary Investigation 
(Ref, .Section IV)«   Parameters used In the analysis are explained and 
nummarized in part 0.    Aerodynamic effectahave not been Included, 

Formulation of the mathematical model of the aircraft was based on 
representation by normal modes«   This allowed the use of a large number 
of panel points In the wing and fuselage, but at the scans time did not 
require large dynamic matrices«   A standard transformation technique was 
employed using tagrange equations.   Due to the character of the dip forc- 
ing function, a simple closed form was not readily attainable.    Finite 
difference integration proved to be most easily adaptable to solve the 
transformed dynamic equations. 

The aircraft model is shown below. 

Nose 

fuselage bendinp shape  (in x,  z plr.ne) 

Tail 

Flyure U6  Aircraft Model for Detailed Runway Dip Analysis 
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Note; thct the winp coordinates Ä-re plven on the winp shear center. 
Point A, the axis oripin,  represents the location of the nose pear end 
Point B represents the main pear.    The distance between the main and nose 
roar is j£   . 

The analysis is simplified by considering one wing and half the 
fuselage since only symmetric motions are being taken Into account. 

To properly consider half the fuselage and one wing the analysis 
was carried out as follows: 

1.    One-half the fuselage kinetic and potential energy is determin3d. 
This Is done by halving the masses and doubling the influence 
coefficients. 

2, One-half the nose gear potential and kinetic energy is uned. 
This is acconpllshsd by halving the mass and halving the sprin 
rates.    These factors are not shown in the following analysir. 

The aircraft fixed coordina-tenatrbe is: 

where 
>J 

Z,,  q  , Z , and q2 are the  coordinates assigned to the nose 
and miin ^landlnp^gear and X is measured positive aft frwn the 
nose gear.   The gear systems are shown in the following 
schematic drawing, 

 ' ■        Main 

wprtpr 

o nc i-.r.jn'     'f .• 



The absolute mass matrix Is: 

WF 

fe &L 

± 
£. l* 

ÜL 

$a 
& 

to 

M 1 
The total kinetic energy of the system will be: 

2KE -JX^M]^} (92) 

The systems' potential enerpy 's brst given by using relative 
coordinates.   We have chosen to work with the free-free modes of the 
structure to obtain the potential energy. 

The required transformation matrix is arrived at as follows. 
Consider the aircraft on its gear as shown below. 

line of 
rigid body 

Ion 

I* «.* «S &sV»-«4 

FWrr ^ • Schematic of  ^ircrcft Deformation 

A line of rif^id body notion is defined by the location of the gear. 
The motion of every point in the aircraft can be given as the sum of the 
rifid body motion and bondinp with respect to the ririd body. 

and 

(93) 



0p^ is a normalized Aiaelarc Ix^ndinr nhape and Ji  is a nodal coordinate 
for that shape.    Similarly ^wi  is a normalized vinr bending shape and 
since v;e are obtaining coupled vinp-fusrlare modes,   both wing and fuse- 
lage hnvc  the srme fr   •    Hotiro thrt thrre  is a boundrry condition 
placed on fai,  i.e.^r^ must bo  zero at the peer pointn.    In order to 
satisfy this condition ve have awiBlaUcmattoß^tuD of which ar^  (l) generate 
pinned — pinned modes of'the wing fuselage,and  (2) generate free-free modes 
and reference the shapes to the line of "ipid body motion.    The latter 
alternative vas chosen.    The rrrcferenclng of the  free modes is shown 
graphically in the following schematic. 

vjrj?r*w?rr*j**rpp 

M^*) 
Kess ^f?o-r Ms-ln  üear 

rirotre ^9-Schematic of Transformation of Free-Freft Modes tn p^nft^ - Pinned 
Shapes 

^ = ^(W)- ^ \^{H) -(}-*/*) ^(*Pt) (95) 

Slnilarlv 

^i. s ^Wi (W) • V/ hpx (i.o t) -(i- t/i) hp. (o^o,t)      (96) 

In order to obtain 0< «the relative fuselage free-free pitching , 
F is added to the derivltive of the deflection shape. 

w « 1 ov -f 2he- (97) 

o< vy   is the sum of the relative winp pitching o*wand    O^ ^    of the 
fuselare at the wing root intersection. 

(wing root) (98) 



Performlnp the required differentiation leado to: 

«V ^^-%-5.>|(4 *& + Ä«) (99) 

and 

\ 

<**= 'K^h-h^^i^ +5«) *m +| *w (100) 

But 

^ = \/*faA(o>ott)-lH(XAt) 4- -f^-Cx.o^) (101) ^X 
Identifying 

and 
"fe ■ |^^^t)f 5^ f ftfaCwt)-^ (A&tj)      (102) 

im+ZviL* 'A C^tt ^0't) * ^ ^ 0/ Üj (103) «wr 
Combining all these expressions we arrive at the following transformaticn. 
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fl 

>= 

t&s^fe) 
^x 

m^vnvzj^: 
jfettfca^fl 

£ 0. 

J2 Q. 

J2 2. 

2 O 

iZJ^i, 
i-x/i 

^i 

h££ 
LJ^t 
^t 
rdZL 

-^ 

yi 
J/I 
i/i. 

äZ£. 
iZL 
^ 
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where 

i>Pi 
s ^(wt)- V-< Ki{iM)-{y- x/0 h« (0,0,*) 

4>WLa h^(x, ^t)-V-' hFi(i.o.t)-(\-xA) hpi (o,o,i) 

Consider in detr.il the     H    (XjVjt )  free-free displacements. 

^-X 

Figure $0 - Schematic of Aircraft Coordinates for Normal Mode 
Ar.slyais ~ 

We define 2 ipiorable coordinates ©i and q* at the wing root. The 
potential energy of the system can be calculated using influence co- 
efficients for a cantilever boundary conditions at the wing root« 

let 

define: relative toralon 
of vtr.r 'j" ^ .". 'nla«r 



where 

wing displacement relative to cantilever point, 

fuselage displacement relative to cantilever point, 

wing rotation relative to cantilever point, 

fuselage rotation relative to cantilever point. 

Therefore 

J hw 

> = 

.1. 0 .<2 o 1. ̂ ■THWIB 

SL 1 0_ o. ^-Xwnia 

0 fl. 2, fi. rt 

o o o i 0. —fl  

m 
fhw 
PhP 

ex 

Fhw 
fhF 
f<Xw 
F«P 

ft 

The mass matrix for this system is: 

[M] = 
fcU. 

OIML 

M^. 
_n 

n. 
IML 

ü 
ü 
12. 
I*. 

Tho  systems* equations of motion are: 

-w! MMKI- 
fhF 

F«w 
Fo<F 

-Si- 

> + 

■■■ "■ 

Ku- Ik, Kil KM 

h2L K22. kUa K*. 

fei. ÜÄ Ü2 tt34 

fttt &2L ttn KäL 

M 

(lOi) 

'fhw 
fhF 
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"I 

wh ere K^ in the flexibility tensor,  Ibn/in, 

Solutions may be obtained for this eigenvalue problem by simple 
matrix techniques and result In a set of normal modes and frequencies. 
These are subsequently designated byO^ and 

r   n 

MC 
dhd 

The equations of motion will come from the Lagrange equation. 

A-(2!&-\   -  2JJE  « 
dt   K-Z^J 9XR 

«.   aEL + Fp      (105) 

where Fp forces are not derivable from a potential function. 

Th2 kinetic energy is: 

2KE =-l&0¥-% 

and W=«H 

aKF =C^ WHMC^ (106) 

Therefore     -äIUL.— O 

and 

^•(|i->^M^ (107) 

Since we have written the bending-torsion motions as the sum of a 
series  o" notions  oT  the free-free structure the total strain energy 
•an \ J arrived at by  cumming the strain energies  of the participating 
normal mode. 

The potential  for a normal mode is equal to: 
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Fhwi 

foe wx 
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K?i K?? Kg^ K24 

K^l K-^ KIT K^M 

Kll W ^3 K-H 

(108) 

/^- 

Po< Wi. 

P oc Fi 

Slncr the normr-l modes rre  rjolutions to the equations of notion: 
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MCKP] c n he  rhovm 1 n '' 

Mw rt\A/ 

MF 

^w^ Iw_ 
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M^ 
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(109) 

re o,, ■ -ircr' "t. 

I'/  = tci  1 rircrr^t  incr4"" 
■ ■ o,,J
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and mLTininr over all rodcg 

Equrtion 111 pives all the structural potential cnerpy. 

The spring energies are simply: 

(111) 
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A slnilnr dissipation potrntirl can be nnsifnod to the dar.per, 
which in differentiated and added to the cquationsof motion. 

If this is rone, after combining all equations, ve can finrlly 
"rite the equations of notion. 
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and   3» (t) =   *„ (t) «  O      for all other time, 

Thesa equations deacribe the aircraft rolling over a single dip of 
nnyirnun depth A and of length ^. 

Static reflection 

The  initial deflection of the aircraft is due entirely to the force 
of grnvity. 

The  rrovity potential  is f^iven by 

^5 3-^9^-^5<x^-MF5hp-MNTf3 5 (117) 
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1« Usinp the airciaft structural characteristics piven in Section 
11 thr free-free structural modes were calculated. These are tabulated 
in TaWe 1 9 . For the detailed analysisjonly the first and second wing 
fuselape modon were used. 

2,    The non-linear olco and tire nprinp rates were linearized in 
the  neirhhorhood of the static Hoflection, 

3«    No aerodynanlcn either steady or unsteady «ei* included. 
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C.    Choice of ParaTctcra 

Critlcfll Pitch Condition 

The larpo^t rlfid body total pitchi .r notion was assvuned to 
occur vhen >/i = 2  (Ref. Section III,  Part Al).    Using V* = 2 it is 
possiblr to calculate the speed at uhlch the tine required to traverse 
the dip is the sane as the period of one of the normal nodee of aircraft 
vibration.    These ore given in the following table. 

Table 12  - Summary of Critical Pitch Condition 

C.r\nA * 1.1 nr   TnvA«f.i irftt f>^ T V ft/sec. 

5.369 1st flexible winr fuselage 1,07 60. 

10.04.6 ^rd flexible wing fuselage .625 102.5 

^.53 ririd body pitch .736 87. 

9.58 rifid body trans. .635 101. 

Cases v;erc run at forward velocities of 57 and 90 ft/sec for 
*/£ =2,0. Speeds in excels of ^Hft^QH (90 ft/sec) were not con- 
sidered. 

Translation Criteria 

The nost critical cane was considered to be the highest speed 
care '.rhich is ^Lift-Off* Using VLift-Off' X/-^  values were calculated 
to natch the periods of normal vibration. 

Table 13 - Summary of Critical Translation Condition 

(JJ^ Wi 
5.869 1st flexible 3.0 

10.016 2nd flexible 1.75 

^,53 rigid pitch 2,06 

o,88 ri^id trans. 1.78 

In addition,cases were run at N/^K   = 1.85,  'M^, 2,0,  2,5, 3,8, 
and 1,0, 

Discussion of Fomiltf! 

Shown in Fir, r;2     is a Gummary of information taken at 
^Lift-Off an^ various values of )^Jl , 
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The annunption that 0*1**.  is preatest at values of >>/Jts2*0 
in not borne out in this case.   However, the condltionfor translation 
appoarn rmsonnble since the eg translation acceleration continues to 
increase as the period of the dip pulse decrease ;.    Hence, maxinun 
tranalational response is obtained with the shortest dip length at 
fixed speed with the frreatest speed at flaed dip length. 

The naxlnum wing root bending monent,  e.g. pitch acceleration, 
comprersive load in nose gear and wing root torsional noraent all peak 
in the sane repioni^/X= 1,5» 

This is probably due to the exltatlon of the second wing mode 
which hns larre wlnp torsion component^.   The fact that the peak response 
is at a hirhrr frequency than the wing mode Is due to the increase of 
the vinp-funclage frequencies because of modal coupling with the gear. 

Fig,    51    is a detailed time history study of conditions at 
h/A  = 3.    Here the mode principally Involved is the first wing bending 
node.    Hotlce first that the eg, vertical acceleration is reduced due 
to the coupling of flexible aircraft modes while the pitch acceleration 
is only slightly changed.    The wing torsional moment indicates a large 
excitation of the bending-torsion mode.   The wing root bending moment 
shov;s the sum of the increased wing bending moment due to this response 
and the decrease due to the reduced fuselage notion.   The character of the 
wing root bending moment is different from the character of the eg, 
vertical acceleration.    Since at the wing root the acceleration Is 
essentially that of the eg, the Indication is that the wing outboard 
sections are responding with the low harnonlc character seen in the 
bendlr.g moment.    Here the multiple frequency acceleration input to the 
wlr.g root la being filtered by the wing and amplification is occuring 
only at the winga natural frequency. 

Tr.e r.o.3e and main gear loads do not" appear to change appre- 
ciably  In r.agr:ltude although there Is again a frequency shift dut to 
mode  coupllr.g.    This result has teen previously noted by F. Allen and 
L.  Mosby of Dougla? Aircraft  (Ref.   3). 
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VI.    SPECIAL PFSTHN CO'ISIPrRATIQIG 

A,    Tovbar   Shock Strut 

Tho preliminary analysis ->t  the starting and stopping condition 
fihowed that hi^h prescribed accnleratlons at the tnvbar   could result 
in serious structural response problems in the landing gear structures. 

V.rhile the analysis of this condition is conservative,it did become 
evident that for very large V/SiüL aircraft,  structural design could be 
predic&ted^y a pround handling condition. 

Therefore,   the following analysis presents a schematic of a tofw- 
bar design to eliminate the shock loadings that could be imposed through 
"rough handling". 

To simplify the analysls^a suddenly applied acceleration of con- 
stant magnitude is ussd as a basis for a simple mathematical model. 

Figure ■ - > Schematic cf Aircraft and Tow bar 

The spr:ng K«; and the mass M represents the aircraft up to the tow- 
bar and Includes the effect of the elasticity of the gear in the forward 
direction.    Ths damper C^ is part z£ the tovbar   with a useful stroke of 
8   which is the relative motion of the towing vehicle and the end of 

the  tov. bar   attached to the aircraft  (see Figure !>} ). 

(a)      Without damper 

The equation of dynamx? equilibrium wahout damping with the pre- 
sent 

or 

towbar   motion  in 

x3 + UJ5X2 = UJHX 

(120) 

differentiatinr twi :e  and  leti L.-. g      *!   ' X-a 

ri + Ujfit] = UJN X =     .oo^n+ (121) 



The   '■-oncral  riolution ir>: 
»• 

^"X-ZZ C^ %>HCUNt + CzCoiCAJut +% (122) 

\'\th  initial conditions of h   = ^   = U 

^2 = X (l - COS UJ„t) t12!) 

Tip :'.r>ocinun value ia reached   if the prescribed acceleration is held for 
tn - TV^H seconds 

Similarly, the  sprinr force  is: 

and has a maximuin value of F^ MAK = 2.K5^ 

The  incrtial and spring forces therefore are anplified by a factor of 2 
over the prorcribed input.    Thus« if the  input is severe  the problem is 
amplified due  to the dyna:nic characteristics. 

(b)      With danoer 

/■  constant force damper which is illustrated in Fig, 5^   is used 
■'o reduce the dynamic forces on the aircraft. 

The damper consists of a honeycomb core enclosed in the- towbor. 
Shear pins are used to prevent activation of the device and are set at 
.lore force value rpecified here as Fjj,    A similar device has been used 
on Sikorsky Aircraft tc prevent high loads in extremely hard landings, 
Pctail discusnion of the device  is contained in Ref. 1 8  .    By -recrushing 
the honeycomb,  little or no overshectin load occurs and has been confirmed 
in f^Tiamlc landing ^crr  ten s of such struct res.    The  design is modified 
to act  in tvo directions  i.e.   compression and tension in the tovrbar. 

The tine cf activation for a hi^h input acceleration (relative to 
the activation force Fj-^ is small nc that the analysis can proceed neg- 
lecting the   tire  the  sprin"  is  picking up the  load. 

The   force   in  the  sprin^  is 

F5 =,<5(X2--Xi)= F0 =     constant (l0-5) 

.■,rid ^-1   ^ "X»"" O 

t her'"1 fore 



( 

■ 

Since K la the sprinp constant 

Xa-X ^ £ s    constant 
then 

X « Xf    and     Xg » ^ t/M 

Thrrcforo  the velocity of the toubar   damper ist 

With the  criticcl condition of   & =   S = O^then 

S » (t*/2) [x - FC/M] (128) 

The stroke required to eliminate the shock and hold the loading in 
the tow bar   to Fp depends on the prescribed acceleration, the activation 
lore's of the danner, and the time of the prescribed acceleration.    All 
these ."re,  of courne, dependent on the aircraft mass. 

For example, the core that was previoualy analyzed vrlthout the 
damper showed that the critical time of pulse was tp = Tr/u)^  , Con- 
sidering that the pulse time la sufficiently realistic for the natural 
period, the followinr would be the stroke required. 

(129) 

where No = the innut factor of accelerations. 
Nx = the desired limitation on input to aircraft. 

Let      N0 = 1/3    (see Section III part A2). 

TJJ = 1 (conservative )# 

then 
^«(«/^(l/iajss 1)4     ft, or 15"  of stroke. (130) 

Thus,a reasonable device would eliminate  the impact and render this 
condition not critical. 

The towbar    shown  in Fip, r ^   is a safety device desipned to pro- 
tect the aircrafts1 nose  ^enr stracture from belnp: damaged by abnormally 
high towing loads.    In the ^vont cf a sudden start or stop by the towing 
vehicle, where longitudinal nose f^ear design loads are exceeded in either 
the  fore or aft direction,  the enerry absorption unit in the towbar   will 
prevent catastrophic failure.    The absorption of energy is accomplished 
by the use of a precrushed honeycomb core which will function from ^he 
time the drsipn load on the shear pins is exceeded until the core is 
bottomed out.    The cut-away view shows the operation of the safety unit, 
after failure of the shear plns^   lor both a tensile and conpressive load« 
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B.    Shock Abrorrtion For lAndinr Goor 

The dctnll analysis of the tnke-off run and the resultant rear load 
tine history (Ref.      Fip;,    51   )  Indlcetes that under extreme pround dip 
conditions very Inrre loadinrn can be imposed on the landing gear. These 
hiph loadinr's oro or further Inportnnce since  in lorrc! siae aircraft the 
winr structurr.l response  is very larpe due to the  coupling of the rigid 
and elastic body frequencies. 

The principle problem with the renrjas a shock absorption device^is 
that as the velocity of the oleo increasee the gear resistance is greater 
than desired, In fact vlth sufficient velocity build-up the gear locks 
up end all nhock absorption Is lost. 

The normal landing gear can be represented by a spring and a damper, 
A more  nonhistlcAted analysis could make both the sprinp and damper non- 
linear.    However,the basic problem can be Illustrated by the linear case 
and for this portion of the report a linear analysis is sufficient to 
illustrate the problem. 

The (?eor forces could be controlled by at least two means, these 
beinr (1) a built in pressure relief valve and  (2) a shock absorber whose 
resistance Is constant and is in series with the oleo.   Both systems are 
load limiters end suppress the hirh peak loadings on the gear from dy- 
namic conditions.    Both are desirable from an operational viewpoint In 
that the device is a sacrifical element to safe guard     the primary struc- 
ture of the aircraft.    Doth, however, are "extra weight" items from the 
viewpoint of present structural design specifications but might be Just- 
ified by the veirht saved if the gear had to be designed for extreme 
conditions that are not yet specified explicitly in structural specifi- 
cations,  such as rouph field landings. 

As an example of the effectiveness of a load limiter and the require- 
ments  in stroke to be effective^an analysis is made of a gear entering a 
1 - Cos dip.    Since this is a transient load problem the damper Is neg- 
lected for simplicity of analysis, 

Casg   (1)     1 - Cos Dip. Simple Sprunr Mass System 

•rf/fi>*j/f*w*rt 

FifTvre -: *:   - SimuleSrrung Mars System 

The rnvmtion cf the dip  is: 

«2 - V^O - cos u*) 
2 s O 

for 

for tzt* 
(131) 
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where A = dip amplitude, in, 

CO = 2nv/x     , Rad. 
t4 =     x/V , Sec. 

The solution to this case is specified in 4-3 (a) and 4-3 (b) 
of Hcf. (8) for an amplitude response on a fixed spring condition. The 
some solution applies, but in this case, to the acceleration,   (i^) 

Equation 132 applies during wheel penetration into the dip. When the 
wheel is out of the dip, that is t ^ t/, then the residual ampli- 
tude ist 

-jK = »'N^frffi  S'N <ÜM (t - U/Z) (133) 

For a  täL/TH   ratio of 1 a plot of the   .c. .eration response 
is shown in Figure 57 and the maximum acceleration occurs while the 
wheel is in the dip region. 

For   "t^/Tu » I    the system is in "resonnance" i,e.C(J^ = CA> 
and equation 132 must be solved by L1 Hospital's method.    Since an 
indeterminacy exists at the exact value of t. = T , 

4        N 

The peak response is 1.7 at t = .75. 

The dip acceleration is Z = - •Q-UTSMüH, and the peak dip 
acceleration is: 

•ä«-A4-n?(v/A)2 (134) 

Thus, the peak force on the gear is: 

fw« •-7 MA4TT2(v/x)2 (135) 
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Cflse   (2)    Inclusion of a Load Limltinr Device 

> » »ftr r/rJW7^//> ///> y/jV////////////// 

Fipxire 56- Spring-Mass Svatem with I^ad Limiting Device 

The load limiting device would be either a pressure relief valve or 
a plastic enerry absorber (constant force resistance).    The activation 
would occur only when the gear loads start to eocceed a desired value. Since 
the critical rrnge  is within t^ t/,  i.e. while the gear is in the dip, 
then the solution is evolved as follcvo: 

Prior to load limiter activation, the equations of dynamic equil- 
ibrium are: 

M«0-K(?-^)=O (136) 

Thr solution of S^/jf* is the same as shown in equation 132. At W? = 1 

the value of t is -J- as shown in Fig, ^ - 12 of Ref. ( 8 ), then: 

Ü = -/V^[l-C08u;t] (137) 

and the velocity at t/^ & </*   is: 

^, * -AJZ CO SIN UJ-U/a (138) 

Since 60= ZTTV/h,  then UJU/£  = TT   radians and   ^  = AM/SL    (fps) 

2   The excess kinetic energy to be aissioated has a value of 1/8 
M A   W2 ,    It is then necessary to provide sufficient stroke for the 
load limitcr to permit absorption of enerpy to hold the gear load down to 
its response of unity.    The gear load for a response of unity is 
MA4TTÄfv/>^0r   MAufc. 

Therefore ^.he energy equivalence is: 

8=^/4 (139) 
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Tho required abnorption stroke is related to the dip o.'nplitude for 
the -ost oriticnl erne of t^/7^= 1   (resonnnnce) and is one fourth of the 
totel dip onplitude.    The  infrrrnce   should not be drawn thnt only a fourth 
of the dip amplitude is required for the diciipator    cvicc stroke but 
rnthcr to hold tho response to unity a certain value  is required.    Due to 
the  fact the accolerrtion lord  incren^e is pronortional to the din ampli- 
tude and the square of the speed   (for a riven din vnvclength )   it may be 
necessary to consider even lover response factors than unity. 

For tho purposes of this rcnort the previous analysis illustrates 
the offectivrnesr of a load limiting device in series with the normal 
olco rnd hoi; little stroke is required to reduce the response factor« 
The following is a nummerical example to illustrate the order of mag- 
nitude of tho physical values of the problem: 

For an aircraft v;ith a natural period of one second the dip wave — 
lonrth for a rcronnant condition is: 

TN=-fc^=: I =•   VV      ör  \=V   Pt. (UO) 

For c 9^ fps aircraft rround run speed 

>=   90 ft. 

CO=277v/>v = 2rr Rad/3ec 

|H| =/V4Tr2'v/x 

and for a 10" dip amplitude 

|2?| a K/l^TT^ij a    32.^    Ft/Sec (Ul) 
=    lr vertical rround acccl. 

5=- A/4 = IO/4 =   2&    auxiliary stroke required. (U2) 
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VII   CONCLUSION 

The  conclunions of this report are based in sore respects on the 
resim solutions of  'he V/STOL confifoirations.    fnnce these desipns repre- 
sent a Irrr-c extrapolation to what has been built, there exists a basic 
problem that chonres in the  state of the art or different design solutions, 
uill apnrrcirbly nodify the details of the  structure and/or the dynamic 
problems  involved,    Hovevcr,  the trends found from this report may well 
influence  the desimer to recognize basic problems and allow some insirht 
into the  structural problems  involved,    Thereforcj recopnizing the preceding 
rrnarks,   the  conclusions of this report are as follov/s: 

The Ir.rro logistic V/flTOL deslpns studied in this report will produce 
ror.e  br.sic winp structural problems in that: 

(a) The vine structures are sufficiently reduced in stiffness 
to have natural frequencies low enough to strongly couple with the rif^id 
body frequencies of the  aircraft on its landing gear. 

(b) The stronp coupling of the winp elastic structure with the 
landing rerr precludes usin^ -"he ripid body landing gerr forces as a sep- 
arate forcing function into the winpa.    The effect of coupling reduces 
the ripid body accelerction but appreciably increases the dynamic bending 
moments on the winf.    The data of Fig, 51  of the detail dip analysis shows 
the difference in crlculatinp loads by the ripid body method and the effects 
of coupling, 

(c) Pue to the couplinr effects ol  the elastic structure with the 
ri- id  body on the Icndinr pear,   the most critical >/Ä   ratio for runway dips 
cannot be ascertained by inspectinp the free-free elastic body frequencies 
or the  aircraft ripid body frequencies on its'  landing pear.    In addition, 
the  critical >«/X    ratio is not a sinple value since different parts of   ihe 
structure are  critical for different values of the ^»^^ ratio.    The main gear 
cpressive load is critical for low values of >^j£   (in the order of l)  and 
follows the value of the vertical eg, acceleration.    The nose pear was  found 
to    c  rriticü for a hirher vslue of/yjt (in the order of 1^ ) and appears to 
follov/ nitchinp acceleration at the eg, Winp torsion is critical at the  same 
y-/X    r; t "os as the nose pear and is also due to pitching accelerations  of 
'he  c.-,    V.'inp root bendinr moments are critical for a slightly higher y/f 
(r^-ro; imately 1,^) and apnpar to be the result of the  induced bending from 
tornior.al  rrnponse, 

(d) The most critical V/STOL configuration was found to be the 
Tilt, V'inr desim.    The critica!Htv v;as nrndom^nfttely due to the low natural 
frequencies and   rtrong bending-torsion coupling, 

(e) Critical conditions can be controlled  by introducing oper- 
atinr equipment desirned to absorb shock such as the  tow bar   design spec- 
ified  in the  section including Special Design Considerations,    Snccial 
«•«vices such as a landinp pear  Joad-limitinp r'evice,  also included in the 
section for Special Desipn Considerations, may veil be  the ansver to the 
problem associated vith hirh dyi'i^mic  lends by attnekinp the b.-sic prob]e.'Ti 



at its flource.   While "tuning" the landing gear to reduce response is a 
possible solution, there always exist the problem that basic design con- 
siderations of the peometry of the landing gear and required stroke for 
specified nink speeds will govern the designs. 

(f)    The problem of an aborted take-off appears to be an oper- 
ational condition of specifying the height-velocity range for safety in 
hovrr.    The Purled Fan design appears to be the configuration which is 
most restricted since it has a relatively poor height-velocity envelope 
due to the inefficiency of the fan with forward speed«    The only solution 
that appears reasonable for the latter design is having sufficient power 
in the basic design that a partial power failure Will not allow less than 
that required for operation during take-off.   This is a penalty requiring 
excess power over and above that required for normal operation, but is a 
problem that appears to be associated with the Buried Fan design. 
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vin  ?J^;.-.7 r/.r.'ir'r FOR n'RriiiR STrpy 

1, The  desifm solutionn of this rcnort nhould bo used as the basis for 
further studier in structural response.    The structural data arrived 
at for the V/r'.OL desipns is based on confipuration studies that have 
a reasonable anount of en^inecrinp v/ork,  sufficient to arrive at rel- 
ate vrly v.olid conclunions. 

2, T! c   concept of a load  lir.itcr on the  pears offers a possible  inex- 
pensive means of ninimizinp structural response for extremely rough 
field  l^nrinrs.    Therefore,  the rnalysis  should be extended to in- 
clude« "n the cqurtions-5f r.otiorua load  limiter and to assess how 
nuch stroke is required  for the  ^ears, 

?,    The  Isndinr rcrv analysis  should be extended to a matrix of speeds, 
wave length   rrtios,  and dip depths to assess the full ranpe of re- 
sponse.    A spectrum of loadings can then be established to further 
assess the fatinje problems associated with anticipated roagh-field 
runway onerations. 
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Prrnonted herein is a method  for estinatinf design solutions of 
V/STOL -.ircraft to meet a npecific mission and payload requirement.    There 
are five different V/STOL configurations considered as required by Ref- 
crrnco  13    • 

1. Fixed Jet 
2. Buried Fan 
3. Tilt Wing 
L.    Tilt Propeller 
5.    Fxtended Flap 

The assumptions and conditions rnployed in the analysis, along vith 
the basis for the assumptions are presented. The development of the par- 
ametric equations is presented in detail. 

The results of the analysis shov     that wing loading increases 
rapidly while the weight empty to take-off v.-eight ratio decreased slightly 
(propeller configurations) with decreasing take-off gross weight. However, 
due to limiting factors such as aspect ratio,number of propellers(in 
some cases) and STOL performance   (in some cases), which are a function of 
wing loading,  the minimum take-off gross veight must be  limited.   The 
choice of the design solution v;as not always selected at these limiting 
values if the tnke-off ^ross weight reduction is only slightly beneficial. 
Thus,  the useful load (prooeller tyrie)jSTOL capability and winp structural 
efficiency of the aircraft are imnroved while reducing winp propeller 
dynamic response problems, 

T^e desira solutions for each of the aircraft are presented in 
Table  U. 
Method of Analysis 

-hr   objective of this analysis is to estimate a desim solution for 
the  five different V/STOL aircraft vhich arc capable of carrying a 10 ton 
payload HOO nautical "dies,   -initially taking off vertically.    Since the 
confnrurationg are  different in nany respects a completely general analysis 
*.-    o+, nonsible,    Hovrvcr,  some generality nay be obtained if the proneller 
- ircraft  (Tilt Wing, Tilt Propeller,  and Ixtcnded Flap) are grouned to- 

r  ' 'T.    The  jet types,  being similar in the cruise mode only, are con- 
■■ '■ v: '  separately, 

V/fTOI, Conditions and Assumptions 

A.    General Conditions and Assumptions 

1, The required range and payload are  1800 nautical miles 
and 20,000 lbs, respectively,including a 105f fuel reserve, 

2, The cruise  speed shall not be less than 250 knots, 

3, Standard day conditions. 

4.,  Hover out of r-round effect, 

5, The net lift to ^ross veipht ratio is ],3« 
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6«    An average airfoil section is used for lift and drag 
estimates. 

7. Cruise altitudes range from 30,000 ft. to 38,000 ft. 

8. The weight of the crew plus trapped fluids Is approximately 
2000 lbs. 

9. The sun of the propeller diameters plus the fuselage width i 
equals the wing span (propeller configurations only). 

10.   State of the art thrust to propulsion weight ratio. 
(engines, transmission, and propeller - turboprop system) 
is approximately 5.3 lbs/lb.  (see Reference 12  ) 
(propeller configurations only). 

11«    Installed thrust to brake horsepower ratio is 2*9 Ibs^IP, 

12.    ^   = U ft.   (see B$i). 

B,    Individual Configurstion P^onartiaa and AiaunDtione 

1. Tilt Wtnc 

a. n = £, the number of props. 

b» ^a= .7, static propulsive efficiency including 
transmission losses. 

j^   c. i^ = .75 , propulsive efficiency including transmlision 
losses (cruise). 

d. sfc= .52 Ibs/BHPAir  (cruise) ,  specific fuel consumption. 

e. Cruise altitude = 30,000 ft. 

f. NACA-23021 airfoil section, 

g» ^>1 = 0,6 t wing taper ratio 

h,    k^ = 1.0,  factor accounting for wing-propeller 
interference losses, 

2. Tilt Propeller 

a. n = 2 

b. 1^= .7 

0.^= .75 

d. sfc = .52 Ibs/BHPAr  (cruise). 

e. Cruise altitude = 30,000 ft. 

f. NACA 23021 airfoil section. 
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r. 'X, = 0.6 

h.    Wing nrction outboard of propcllrr nacelle tilts 
ulth the  proneller. 

i.    Vrrticr.l   rrr.r = 0,1 W;  k    =  ,9 

?.    Fxtcndcd Flap 

a. n = ^ 

b. ^o =  .7 

c. 1^= .75 

d. sfc = .52 Ibn/BHP/hr.   (oruis«), 

e. Cruipe altitude = 30,000 ft. 

f. NACA 23021 airfoil section. 

f.    "N 1  = 0.6 

h.    The flow tuminr los^er nre lOJf of the propeller 
thrust^k^ = ,9 

A.    Fbced Jet 

NACA 23012 airfoil soction. ti. 

b. Tsfc = .75 lbs/lb/hr ,  thrust specific fuel consumption 
Cturbo-fan enfincc). 

c. k- = 1.0 

d. Cruinr  altitude = 3^,000 ft. 

e. Engine nacelle rquiv.nlrnt parasite drap increment equaln 
7.3 ft2   (total for t'     nacelles). 

5.    Buried Fan 

a. £:  =  ,06d ,   ratio of fan turbine  ''lade length to fan 
diameter disr loading 

b. DT  = *,*$   ppf# dire loadinpf   (the corresponding 
augrentation ratio = 2,2 lbs/lb,), 

e. n = /, ,   -ninhrr of fans. 

d. Tnfc =  .32  lbs/lb/hr   (turbojet). 

e. Cruise altitude = .5,000 ft, 

f. NACA  2.^015 airfoil nrction. 
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g. "X-i = .A 

h.    X^ = ,2 , ratio of flap width to chord, 

i.   For this configuration vfU = H + 6 = 22 ft. - 
fuselape width plus fan clearance distance. 

J.    k3 = 1.0 

Diflcuaaion of Aaaunntionfl 

Coneidering    p * r t  A,   Itema 1 through U are stipulated by 
Reference    13  .    xtem 5 ia required to inaure hovering and control 
capability at altitude and temperature conditions other than aea level. 
Itema 6 and 8 are used for almplicity.    The choaen cruise altitude a, 
Item 7, are typical of present day tranaports.    Item 9 ariaea from the 
requirement that the winp be eroersed in the propeller slipstream during 
transition to limit severe wing stall.   Reference 1? points out repre- 
sentative values for thrust to propulsion system weights for various 
lift systems  (Item 10),    This study Incorporates a conservative value^ 
5.3 lbs/lb (compared to 5.9 lbs/lb)f to reflect the large extrapolation 
of the required turboprop systems used by these configurations as com- 
pered to the largest system available today.    Thrust to Installed horse- 
power  (Item 11) was initially optimized and the resulting value was 
found to be consistent with Item 10.    (aee equations 6 and 7).    Item 
12 is conaiatant with present day transports. 

The assumptions of  p a r t B reflect the characteristic differences 
of the conflgurationi.    For instance, the Tilt Propeller and the Extended 
Flap configurations have lArge wing-propeller interference in hover as 
compared to the Tilt Vlng aircraft (Blh).    Reference 10    indicatea about 
a lOJf turning loaa when converting the propeller induced flow Into lift 
(B3h, Extended Flap), while the net lift loss due   .0 wing drag (wing 
planform normal to the propeller slipstream) is estimated to be about 
105f of the propeller thrust (321, Tilt Propeller).     (B2h) was incorporated 
to minimize this drap and to improve transition flight. 

Assumptions Bib,  Die, Bid,  B2d, B3b, B3c, B3d, B^b,  and B5d are based 
on present day propeller,  transmission, and engine characteristics.    The 
215f  (average)  thick airfoil noction    (Blf, B2f, B3f)  for the propeller 
confipuratlons were chosen because of the requirement for large chord 
double slotted flaps and the desirable CT max.  characteristics of a thick 
airfoil.    The  15^ (average)  thick airfoil section (B5f) chosen for the 
Buried Fan Is a compromise between a thin airfoil requirement for a high 
speed vehicle and a lift fan efficiency requirement which calls for a deep 
shroud,  i.e.,   larpe airfoil thickness.    Obviously, with no abnormal 
requirements for larpe winp thickness  (other than structural),  the Fixed 
Jet has the thinnest average section,  1256  (B^a). 

For the Buried Fan,   7^(   .   (35^)  is chosen based on optimum span 
efficiency  (see Reference   5   )  and proper wing geometry.    The number of 
fans  (n5C)  in dictated by win^ geometry and fan diameter vhile DL (B5b) 
which also influences fan diameter,  is a compromise between diameter and 
fan aurmentation ratio,  i,e,,   size and number of turbojet enpines which 
should bo minimized  in order to match cruise thrust requirements for the 
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internal gpnco of the wing,    Xo. (B5h) wan held to a normal valxie for 
a fixed winr aircraft.    Lift Fan turbine buckets normally have a length 
of about 6JS of the fan diameter,   (B5a), 

R^ngc of Fo?gAb^ gglutlons 

Figures 62b, 63b, 64b     and 65b shew the range of possible solutions 
for the various configurations.    In each case the required take-off weight 
decreases as wing loading is increased.    However, since AR varies directly 
asWg and since there aircraft are required to have STOL capability, a 
restriction must be placed on V  .    AR must be limited since structural 
efficiency decreases and dynamic response problems increase with increasing 
AH,    The limits for these two parameters,chosen conslstmt with existing 
transport aircraft,   la as follows:    (see part a and c of Figures 62, 
63, bk and 65). 

wa «120 psf 

AR = 11,0 

Selection of Final Configuration 

It must be noted that the solutions were not always chosen at these 
extreme values.    For instance, if it appeared that there was not signif- 
icant gain in reducing W by increasing v'8  (Figures 62a, 63a and 63a) 
the solution is set at a lower Vg. 

For a given number of propellers or lift fans, the results point out 
that diameter increases with W.   But, since the diameters did not grow to 
extreme values (except in the case of the Tilt Propeller) it was not con- 
sidered a limiting factor. 

It now remains only to select the number of propellers for the pro- 
peller configurations.    Four is chosen for the Tilt Wing (Bla) in order 
to allow a relatively small diameter and to achieve a smooth slipstream 
velocity over the wing than would result with a 2 propeller version, A 
A propeller version would result in undue complexity, higher «speot ratios, 
and hipher concentrated loads of more extreme spanwise positions alon^; the 
wing.    This solution is unfavorable in view of wing-propeller flutter 
characteristics.    For this same reason, four propellers  (B3a) were chosen 
for the Extended Flap configuration, even though a smooth slipstream 
velocity is most irapo-tant for this aircraft when in transition flight, 
Concerninr the Tilt Propeller conf iruration,  tilting a minimum number of 
propellers is considered the foverning factor  (B2a),    Unfortunately, the 
propeller diameter becomes quite Ivvpe as is  shown in Figure 6J»d . 

Table lU pives a complete  listing of the pertinent parameters for 
each configuration. 
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Derivntiona of Eauntiona for Configuration Deaign 

A.    Propellor Confiruraliona:     (Tilt Wing.  Extended Flap and Tilt Prop) 

The major weipht categories of the aircraft can be separated and 
'■ummed in the following manner. 

WaVVfc + PL-»-PL4 Wcr *"  Trapped Fluids 
Dividing through by W and assuming thatthe crew weight and trapped fluids 
equal about 2000 lbs.  (A 8) and P L = 20,000 lbs,  (Al) 9      the non-dinen- 
sionalized equation becomes: 

I ■ Wi/W -f FL/W + a2)00O/w (U3) 

Expressions for the various ratios must now be derived in terms of the air- 
craft parameters and the mission requirements. 

Consider the hovering condition firat.    The propeller size require- 
ments are dictated by this condition.    The installed thrust to horf#power 
ratio according to momentum theory is: (LU) 

The wing span is expressed in terms of the propeller diameter, the number 
of propellers and the fuselage width as: 

(Ref. Par, A9) 

(Ref, Par. A12)      (U5) 

b-^u 
2 

Substituting equation   1^5 into equation   lÄ-Cand solving for W/b 

For a piven installed thrust tc horsepower ratio, a given installed thrust 
to W ratio, and a given number of propellers,   (l/b_ remains essentially 
constant for b   fe    120) W/h^ is efsentially a constant = C^. A similar 
expression can be derived from the relationship of ving loading and aspect 
ratio. . 

^ s  ^/S (U6) 

AR= ba/5 (U7) 
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Therefore,  for the rone conditions as rrentioned above,  the ratio of w 
to AR is also a constant, s 

(US) 

To determine a value for (T/BHP).       : 

(T/BHPX<T/V^XW'P/BHP)^ 

From the weights  noction: 

Recall that WpA = .189 (Ref. Par, A10) 

Therefore, equation HS becomes: /^e^    par 

(T/BHP^    * .B41S/.\91 S24  Ib^HP (U9) 

For sea level,  standard dav conditions,  k/ = le3 k«  (A5, Blh, B2i, 
B?h), and  (B2b,  B2b, B3b) ' ^ 

nnd from equations K',  l^--^»  and 150, 

Mow that a relationship between v   and AR, and W and b has beei 
found,  the rxpressions for the ratios of equation L',?  are  simpler to 
rrt-blish.    Consider first FL/W. 

The cruise  fuel,  assuming an avrrare gross weight, W, for the mission,   Ls: 

\A/.  = »ilViifetilVrafe/'R A^B1c,Bld,B2c,B2d,B3c,B3d) 
** soOnv 

1 (152) 
Ansum'nr t.hnt  t.V»-   fuel  Tf.nuirrd   fcr r  one minute  hovrr and  climb to 
cruise altitude  is about P$ of the  total furl load,  then 

--'«**&&*-{-&-) J7-zao3b5~?>K-W-J (153) 



The cruise thrust is that required to overcome aircraft drag« 

Jr--"*^ =g[^+ft"^^s] (154) 

(Ref, Par. A6) 

Figure 5 9 shows that f can be expressed as a function of W,    The figure 
also reflects the difference in aerodynamic cjeanness  between propeller 
driven aircraft and Jet driven aircraft.    This function for f has the 
form: 

PsCo^w)7* (154a) 

Using this expression for f along with equations 146, 147,  and 154 
equation 143    becomes 

(155) 

W 
-.[a^^^cw^^^ 

Recall that the cruise thrust is assumed based on the average cruise 
weight 7» 

-Ä.-[i-.4«3-E^] (l55l) 

now 

Cu« V? (155b) 

and 

^V L ^ J   f 

^TTrw"    l"  "w     "T*"  (^P615,11360 ^ series 1      *- -    o      neglecting higher 
order terms) 
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Substitutlnp thin expression into equation   155# h^A> 

For a lonp ranpe vehicle fuel economy is important.    Minimum fuel vill 
be used if the aircraft cruises at a velocity corresponding to  (L/^)IMOC» 

Reference 12     provides an expression for this speed which In terms 
ol  q has the form: (156s) 

K^-'T^^bc^p KÄS 
B2e,B2f,B3d,B3f) 

The airfoil data used is obtained from Reference 1  . Equation (156a) 
can be rearranged into the form: 

But using equations L+Va and 155* 

Combining and simplifying the symbolism: , 
U57; 

Solving for Ao 

-§-(l - PL/V/) - A3      where        B^ = Cx/v^ 

How substituting this expression and equation 157 into equation   156 
and rrrirrcnring: 

W = C2 [*,%(»--Q?-)p (158) 

where C-, =  .07? mlS 

Since FLAJ   < 1   , a ser^efi eyprnsion can be i red to cx})cnd the  square 
root tern in equation 15Ö   -    Dropping thp terrs of second order and 
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fubn-Mtutinp this into equation   15ß  and rearranpinp, an approximate 
expression for the fuel load to take-off pross veipht is obtained. 

W 
CifAiBaf. (159) 

'nine equationr !U3   and 159    an expression for the weight empty to 
take-off prosn ueirht in terms of aerodynamic requirements is derived. 

W        ' ^^ - ¥*$&* (160) 

The Wr/V c\:rves for the Tilt Wing, Extended Flap and Tilt Prop 
are  shown in Firures   62b, 63b and     61+b        based on equation 160 and the 
^.'eirhts equations solved in Appendix III. Intersections of the aerodynamic 
and weirhts curves vere used to obtain the optimum solutions within design 
considerations.    Curves showing the relations between wing loading and 
teke-off veipht, aspect ratio and winp loading, and propeller diameter and 
^rke-off weight are also shown for the three aircraft mentioned above. 

B.    Juried Fan 

For this confiruration it is possible to relate the wing plan- 
form to the size of the lifting fans. Except for the geometrical form- 
ulation, the approach to deriving expressions for the ratios of equation 
142 is exactly the same as used for the propeller configurations. Con- 
slder Figure 55, an assumed planform and airfoil section. 

dZO^s^   ct 

(.155-h6d) 

Firurc   <£    - Buried Fan Airfoil Section and Wlnr Planform 

Assuming that there are two fans  in ench wing ( not neeeösarily the same 
n:ze)   (B5c),  that their dine loadinr- is the sane, and the geometry of 
Figure 50,  the following relationships are derived. 
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A./S = ^(ifr-) (-1^-) 0% (161) 

and 

Vs='/^)(-rM^ Wz) 
Svpep anple ^ 

tan^.-figO-sif-Ci-'X,) 

but 

and 

"^ s'^) ^ = 6ftr-) Ti^cj (162*) 
1   ^<-är){-&*r) (lö) 

Consider the airfoil section 

where Xa •  ^C (Ref. Par. B5A) 

Therefore 

The  chord lengths at the  centerlines of the fans are 

©2»€(a,"fdaj  the n'nlrnun distance between fans   (B5i) 

Therefore CA| = Q- -    0^/2 -»"(e + »/SJd,    f«^-A- 
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Subatitutlnp equation 165 into the above, the fan inner diameter becomes: 

Solving equation 162:1 for C    and Introducing equation I64, into the result, 

Substituting into equation 166# /^A'7^ 

(168) 

Consider the denominator, note that: 

t»n^\.<l   a/nce .A-< 45'0 

h  I +(l +2€)6ztBn*A~+   •  •  •  •   (neglecting higher 
* order terme) 

Consider the second part of the numerator 

Bnt since lA       ^       l^/Z       for any reasonable spem    ( b  >    44..0 ft.) 
^he necessary and sufficient condition for the oxpansion to hold is: 

(169) 

Subrtitutlnf these expansions into equation   168, 

Substituting into 162 and solvinp for w 
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Incorporatinr rquntion   1^3, (170) 

^5^ 
TTULAhi-ti) 

kptR 

It can also be nhown that 

^mMm (171) 

For the established k^,  a piven DL, >^, and i    (A5),   (B5j),   (B5b), 
(B5g),   (B5h) w    is directly related to AR,    This is similar to the rela- 
tionship (equation 5a)  developed for the propeller configurations.    With 
this relationship detrmined,   the FLA/ relationship can be developed, 

^ The fuel load required, apain assuming an average gross weight 
W,  but increasing the allotment of fuel for hover and climb to cruise 
altitude to 105f of the total fuel to reflect the higher cruise altitudes 
and higher hover fuel consumption, the total fuel load is: 

FL «o. 1)0.iX^M^v) ^ir (172) 

Using equations 17? and 15^/:, a similar expression to egu 
derived except   ' r^ FLA/ is a function of V and not V2, 

uation 155 can be 

^-.[a^r.^] fe+c&i^ ^ (Ref. 
Par* 
B5f) 

The airfoil data used is obtained from Refarence 1    , Note that CJJQ 
must be corrected for compressibility as Shown in Figure ^1   (obtained 
from Reference 5    ),Substituting equation 156n#reduced to V(1$^*# 

(A2, A3, A7, B5c),    FL/W has the form: 

W 

Arain,  letting A3 = ^-fCopW 
atxsve exprerinion reduces to 

ana using equ,..tionfa x55b and 156a, the 

We arrive at an expression similar tc rquclion  15/3a, 

(173) 

(Jüfl [. ^(ft./wj] '/z 

i. ( 



Substitutinp this approxinntlon into equation   173 

Squarlnp and  solving for TL/W J      «     / J: 

[i*fcä*\ (^ where yu- ' s^fr«^^' /* ^ 

The ratio w8/AR la governed by equations 170and 171. 

Since the equations used in these analyses are approximate, 
the final solution rust be checked using the exact equations to get the 
exact values fcr the Wj and PL,    The WjyAJ curve for the Burled Fan is 
shown in Flf».65c based on weight equations listed in Appendix III and 
fron substituting the proper expressions into equation 143, The inter- 
section of the two curves resulting from these equations was used in 
determining the optimum design solution«   Curves showing the relations 
between take-off weight and wing loading, asw?ct ratio and wing loading, 
and take-off weight and fan diameter are glv»     in Fig, 65a, c and d. 

c.   rüMd M 

In this case, there Is no fixed relationship between the thrust 
producer and the wing planform.   A trial and error method was used, 
solving FLAT and Wj/tf ratios for various combinations of AR and wfl for 
a fixed Xi    (B3) and sweep back angle (B40).   The cruise speed was in- 
creased by about 25% over that which would be dictated by equation 156* 
because productivity is inorecsed while the fuel load, and consequently 
Wjincreases only slightly.    It is also noted that an incremsnt in equiv- 
alent parasite drag over that predicted by Figure  5 9   »to account for 
the engine nacelle drag, is incorporated and estimated to be 7.3 ft. 
(total for two nacelles).   The airfoil data used for this configuration 
Is obtained from Rsference 1    .   The assumptions of part  B^ apply here. 

Because this was the first aircraft analyzed^equations are not 
given since the solution was obtained by a trial and error process.   The 
design solution was arrived at using graphical methods by plotting the 
aerodynamic and weights relationships.    It became evident that since 
four more aircraft would be analyzed a derivation of design equations was 
desirable and necessary.    Subsequently, equations were derived for the 
regaining four V/STOL aircraft as already presented. 
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Table 3J» - V/ST3L Configuration Data 

t' 

Aircraft Data 
Conflc. 

TaJce-off Desicn Groaa Weight 
(VTOL), U, Lbe. 

Weight Kmpty, WE. Lbs, 
Payload, Ft. Lbs. 

Crew £: Trapped Fluids, Lbs. 

Total Fuel, FL., Lbs. 
Useful Load/.7 
Wing Area, S, Ft.2 

Aspect Ratio. AR, 
Sweep'.ack at lA Chord. Degreee 

Span, Ft, 

Airfoil 

Thickness/Chord 

High Lift Devices 

Tip Chord/Root Chord 

Prop Diameter, Ft. 

Number of Props , n 

Installed Thrust/U 
DL Hover = 1.3W (Losses )/trnR2 

lbs/ Ft. 2 

Fixed 
Jet 

172,000 
(172,200) 

9A.272 
20,000 

Tilt 
Wing 

223,000 
(222,768) 

132^36 
20,000 

2,166 

52,520 
0,452 
1,650 

8.0 

32.0 

115 
23,012 

.16 to .10 

Slats 
and 

Flaps 

0.282 

1.3 

2,275 

68,075 
0,^05 
2,365 

9.0 

U6 
23,021 

.21 

Full Span Slai^ 
and Double 

Slotted Flaps 

0.6 

33.0 

1.3 

84.8 

Extended 
Flap 

T 

263,000 
(262,563) 

162.708 
20,000 

2,355 

77,500 
0.379 

2,600 

10.3 

164 
23,021 

.21 

Full Span 
Slats and 
Double Slotted 

Flaue  
0.6 

37.5 

1.U5 

84.8 

Tilt 
Prop 

308,000 
(307,92j 

177;304 
^,000 

2,617 

108,000 

^Ä 
2,560 

6.6 

130 
23,021 

.21 

Buried 
Fan 

Full Span 
Slats and 
Double 

0.6 

57,5 

1.43 

84.8 

253,000 
(253,044) 

136;043 
20,000 

2,501 

94,500 

MSL 
2,800 

4.0 
13.0 

lD5i8 
23,015 

.15 to ,10 

Full Span 
Slats and 

Flaps 

0.441 
TSnTJIaT 

W* 21 
L 

ans 

M. 
558 



(Continued) Table 3fr = V/STOL Configuration Data 

Aircraft Data          "~      **—-1  
Fixed 
Jet 

Tilt 
Hing 

Extended 
Flap 

0.7 

Tilt 
Prop 

Buried 
Fan 

Figureof Merit - 0.7 0.7 - 

Prop Cruiae Efficiency - 0.75 0.75 0.75 - 

Inet, Static HP or Thruat, Lbs, Thn»t 
221,000 98.600 IIP 130.000 HP 152.000 HP u^neo 

Power Loodine, Lba/HP 2.9 2.0 2.9 . 

Thruat Distribution                              j bit ^eE?1£?1 
- - •• m-M m* 

Tquivalent Parasite Drag Area, Ft,^ 25.3 55.0 61,0 69.0 22.7 
Cruise Altitude, Ft. 38,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 35,000 

Cruiae ^peed, Knot« ^00 275 275 300 400 

Average '.'eight, Lhe. 143,000 181,250 228,500 251,500 200,650 
Cruise CL 0.595 0.797 0.872 0.849 0.440 

Cruise ^FC or TCFC 0.75 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.82 

Cruise Thrust, Lba, 13,810 15.200 16,950 23.700 20.650 

W/S, Ii».At.2 86.7 93.0 100.0 120,0 90.4 

Chord/Diameter Ratio - 0.^91 0.424 0.339 . 

Prop Area/lling Area Ratio _ 1.^5 1.70 2.01 0.21 
Lift-Off Speed (STOL) Knote 108.5 53.5 59.0 65.0 _ 

Overload Gross Weight (SIDL) 232,000 33A,000 394,000 462,000 
Mo sM 
CaDabilities 

ST^L ^erload Factor 1.35 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Jr. Degrees ID 5 5 . 1.3 

J~. Degrees ID 10 10 ID 6 

?o Full Down Full Down 

No, of Ratio Units used for STOL 2(Papallel> 1            » 
i Flue 
Z ParaUfil* 

* Thrust    = 11^,700 lbs/unit 
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Presented herein Is an approximate nethod for calculating the STOL 
performance of VTOL type aircraft.    There arc five different VTOL config- 
urations analyzed as required by Reference   13   nanely: 

1. Fixed Jet 
2. Buried Fan 
3. Tilt Wing 
U.    Tilt Propeller 
5.    Extended Flap 

The assumptiona and conditions employed  in this analysis are pre- 
sented along with a discussion of these assumptions.    The detailed equa- 
tions and procedures used to carry out the analysis are also presented. 
The desirn solution of each of these aircraft, which were previously de- 
terninedjis given in Table 1^, 

Method of Analysis 

The objective of this analysis is to determine at what overload 
pross weight each of the five confipurations is capable of clearing a 50 
ft.  obstacle located at the end of a 1000 foot runway.    Since the con- 
fifurations are different in nany respects, a completely general analysio 
is not possible.    Some generality nay be obtained if the aircraft are 
grouped into two classes - the propeller types  (Tilt Wing, Tilt Propeller, 
and Extended Flap) and the Jet types  (Fixed Jet and Lift Fan),    These 
groupinrs are used wherever possible 

V/STOL Conditions and Aasumotiona 

A,    General Conditions and Assumptions 

1, Runway length - 1000 ft, maximum. 
2, Obstacle height - 50 ft. 
3, Sea level,  standard day conditions. 
4., Ground friction coefficient = ,2, 

equivalent to a plowed field or sdnd, 
5, No ground effect. 
6, The climb out phase of the STOL flight 

path in accomplished at constant forward speed. 
7, An average airfoil section is used for lift and 

drag estimates. 
8, Flap deflections are held constant and at a 

maximum unless otherwise specified. 
9, The tail trim fan has a maximum thrust capability - 

105? of the main propulsion thrust, 65/^ is used for 
trim and 355? is used for maneuver, 

10, Each configuration has a total length of 100 ft, 
11, Maximum forward acceleration during the rround run is 

limited  to approximately 1,2 g's, 
12, The forward  specn  for climb-out is the minimum speed- 

where there  is about  ./. g's vertical acceleration 
capability when the nircrnft is trimmed  in the horizontal 
direction. 

W 



13. RATO Qsaist Is used only durinf: the ground run, 
1/., RATO units arc turned on during the latter portion 

of the ground run to minimize the required runway length. 
15. The net lift to gross weight ratio is 1,3. 

P.  Individual Configuration Properties and Aasumntiona 

1. Tut "iag 

a*  *\.    - ^o^  •^ ,  propulsive and st.itic propulsive effi- 
, *" ciencies including transnisnion losses. 

b, 0-15 deg./scc,  angle between thrust vector and 
horizontal, 

c. !.'o RATO assistance is required, 

d. 6^ = 10°,   thrust tilt angle during ground run. 

e, k-j = 1,0 ,   factor accounting for v/ing-propcller inter- 
ference losros, 

2. T;^ Pr9P9l3?r 

a. t\    = l^0 =  ,7 

b. Vertical drag = ,1 W, lbs; k- =  ,9 

c. 1 RATO unit required. 

d. The fuselage is rotated during transition 
instead of the propeller masts,    oC f = 20 , fuselage 
angler of attack with respect to horizontal. 

e. 6^ = /(8 , propeller normal force is included 
because of high required   Q  , 

f. 9   = 0 

g. The outboard section of the wing is assumed to 
rotate with the propeller for simplicity, 

3.    Extended Flap 

a. ^   ^   ^o =  .7 

b. The flow turning losses are assessed to be 
10^ of the propeller thrust; k^ = .9 

c. No RATO assistance  is required» 

d. A variable v/inr incidence range  of 20°  is required. 

e. 6 = 10 dog./sec. 

f. e0 = 27° 

J '>:■ 



/..    Fixed Jet 

a, »   = 11.3° 
o 

b, 0*f    -  0',   fuselape anple of attack during ground run. 

c, Tvo RATO units in parallel are required, 

d, ve = 1500 ft./sec, exit dounvash velocity, 

e»     Induced lift loss in forward flight ie 
assessed to be 5% of Tj,  lbs. ,  the vectored jet thrust. 

f.    k    =1.0 

5.    Buried Fan 

a. The lift fans are assumed to be ineffective for 
the STOL take-off and therefore the take-off is 
accomplished using the installed Jets in combin- 
ation with 3 RATO units. 

b. One RATO unit is used for the first A seconds and 
2 RATO units are used in parallel for the last ^ 
seconds of the ground run. 

c ^f0 = r 

d.    k    = 1.0 

C    Discussion of Asgumütiona 

Considering  part   A, Items 1 through 3 are stipulated by 
Reference 1 3 , while  Items 5 through 10 are used for simplicity.    Item 
i is considered a reasonable representation of the expected runway con- 
ditions.    Item 11 is considered as being the upper limit of forvard 
acceleration within the envelope of limit structural design loads for 
transport type aircraft.    Item 12 is the criteria established to deter- 
mine V    and insure a fair climb acceleration so that the cliinl>»out phaee 
of the STOL take-off would require  less horizontal distance than the 
PTound run.    Item 12 is assumed to effect safety into the STOL operation. 
If the RATO units were used fcr the transition and   climb-out phases and 
failed during one of these phases, a crash would unavoidably occur. 
However, when the RATC assist is limited to the  ground run phase onlyt 

Should  it fail,  the  take-off can be aborted.    Decelleration is accom- 
plished on the ground using the full benefit of the grourd resistance 
force.    No horizontal distance must be expended to lose altitude before 
the   rround resistance  force  can come  into effect.    Item 1^ is obviously 
the most optimum way to employ RATO,     Iton 15 is required to ineure 
hovrrinr and  eontrol  capability nt  altitude and  terr.perature  conditions 
other  than sea  level. 

H: 



Tho nssUmptions of p a r t   B reflect the characteristic diff- 
erence of the configurations.    For instance, the time for transition 
should be as snail as possible.    Thus,  the 0 or o*.f should be as large as 
ponsiblc.    However, ench configuration has a dlffemt ^  ~ ®o =:  ^ ^ 
requirement,  rone large, some snall.and small   ^  6 requirements allow 
relaxation of the high § requirement in favor of mechanical simplicity. 
Consequently, the Tilt Wing has a large   A 0 requirement, and thus,    0 
is relatively large   (Bib).    The Tilt Propeller and Ibctended Flap have 
small A0 recuirrnents and    0 Is small (B2d and B3e).    In fact,  for the 
Tilt propeller,    A 0 is essentially zero; the fuselage is rotated instead 
of the propeller,    A small wing tilt range is nquired for the Extended 
Flap configuration in order to rotate  the wing Into a favorable position 
without havinr to rotate the fusrlare when it is in the proximity of 
the ground  (Bid). 

Three configurations have significant losses connected with the 
interaction of the thrust producer and the wing.    The Extended Flap has 
about a 10^ turning loss when converting the propeller Induced flow into 
lift (B3b^    (s^e Reference  10).   The Tilt Propeller configuration has a 
large vertical drag loss in hover, estimated to be about lOJf of hover 
thrust (B2b),    The Fixed Jet configuration has an induced lift loss in 
forward flight assessed at 5% of the naxlmtm vertical Jet thrust.    The 
Interaction of high Induced velocities perpendicular to and In the 
vicinity of the wing with the forward velocity are the cause of this 
phenomenon (B^e)     (see Reference   9 ), 

All the fuselage angles during the ground run (Ble, B2f, B3g 
B^b, and Bfc) are obviously small, but are generally inclined In the 
direction of trim attitude in the climb-out phase in order to reduce the 
time for transition. 

Finally, it la generally well known that no theory has yet 
been developed to reallstlcally describe the performance of a lift fan 
In forward flight.    To date, experimenters have had to rely on model 
and full scale test data to understand this concept.    This data has 
shown the rapid v.'ashout of horizontal force with forward speed.   This 
makes it difficult to trim the aircraft horizontally at the speeds re- 
quired for climb-out without using extremely large louver angles.    These 
larre louver anrles throttle the fan and consequently the lift is 
greatly reduced.     In view of these limitations, it was assumed for this 
analysin thct a pure Jet take-off with RATO assist would be the best 
procedure  ror a STOL take-off (^ee   Reference  1^)« 



Analytical  Drvolopnent of STOL Flight Path 

I.    Propeller Confirurationa 

Propeller plus transmission efficiency is defined ass 

t^m   TH»»/BHP 

1 550 BMP T* uo; 

Thrust 

Firrure   it   - Airfl>-n) ^Jhrouch Propeller Plane 

For the static condition: 

%-   &0%\P (Ref, Par. Bla#B2A,B3a) (176) 

The  induced velocity through the rotor using momentum theory is:        (177) 

(Soe Fi^arc ^     ) 

The  local  fl^v; about the wlnr ansumini^ a fully developed  slipstream  (v^,)  is: 

V" (i -M^ sin ö^-K (x + vt cos e)a /^ 

where ia=2\r 

(178) 

The  anrle  of attack of the v.-i-  •   • ;:P   -nrbjnation  ir. 

o*^ = 0- i-p - o*^ (See F:. -niro     ^    ) (179) 

<■ •; 



whore 
C,S = f^

1 A±2JLna£L (1^0) 

Secticn Reference Line 

Resultant Velocity 

Finire £l - Win? Lscal Airflcv 

THP  local  ^Iw about the \:ing as described by Figure  6?    and 
equations 17?  and 180  iB not compatible with classical lift theory be- 
cause the nass of air driven by the propeller Is not the sane as that 
assumed by classical theory.    Consider Figure68. 

Figure :'£ - Mass Flcv of Air Affected bv Propellers 

The classical lift theory assumes that a nass of air equal to a circle, 
whose diameter  is equal to the winr span,   is accelerated downward to 
produce lift.    However,  it can he seen fron Flrmre 5g   that the mass of 
air affected by the  pro-ollers is considerably less than the assumed 
value.    There fore,   a  correction  in the  fnrn of a ratio of masses must 
be applied  tc   the  lift  -nd drer coefficients of the airfoil section 
when usinr cqunticn;- 1'.".»   -nd 1>*0   to detorn:ne lift and drap.    These 
corrections  take  the  forr: 

r a t, 1 o nr.-r-e.-. 

[' ^L Corr*ci*d S ^^L 

CD Correct«/ ~ ^(^00 + Cf/11'^ V) (181) 



I -V'^- 

For the ansumed airfoil data see References 1, 7 and 16,    In Reference 
6  ,  k    is shovm to be a function of the so-called slipstream thrust 

coefficient TM
C and is shown in Figure   7?   , 

For a more rigorous treatment of this subject,  see Reference   6   , 

B.    The Ground Run; 

The forces acting on the aircraft as it accelerates down 
the runway are:     (See Fipuref?). hft?^ 

SV^V9 (183) 

Since acceleration down a runway is usually accomplished at maximum 
power available,  ^he nejr^rrnm thrust available for acceleretlo:; is found 
from equations 175  and 177   assuming that the propeller and tranemisBion 
efficiency remain essentially constant In the low speed flight region. 
When the available thrust verses   £   for constant power is determlned| 
it is found that this relationship is essentially linear with Ä up to a 
speed of aporoximately 60 knots. 

where T0 is the static thrust and ki the slope of the linear function. 
Due to the dynamic pressure of the propeller downwash over the wing in 
low speed flight the propeller aircraft do not have to accelerate to 
high forward speeds to obtain lift-off capability and hence*wing and 
fuselage drag forces are small compared to the other forces.   Also, 
since the thrust tilt angle is relatively low and always greater than 

*<.S    the product of L s-H «.^ is also small.    Using the above,  sub- 
situting equations l?jknd 134 into equation 182/ind rearranging! 

Again.the product of C-L cos o<<^is small compfirpd to the other forces 
end can be nerrlected.    Finally^ dividing through by W0/^ and introducing: 

|^=Wq/w      *he overload fnctor 

^0= -{IQ, 9/V^(COS e -f cf SINe) 

$ = (To/vJ)(cOSB -4- Cf SINe) 

w 



Note that Tc ig detrrnlned  by the hover condition where; 

Tosfi.a/t^vs/s^W (Ref- Par- A15) ^^ 

k    accounts for the vinp-propeller interaction and the equation takes 
the  form: 

^<N>/y^ - 5Ao+$ =h      (Ref. Par. Ble, (185) 
R2b,B3b) 

The solution of thin rquation for the initial conditions of X= ^j 
and % = 5Co determines the characteristics of the motion for the 
pround  run, _ (186) 

J        " (187) 

The approximate optimun 9 for the ground run can be obtained by taking 
the partial derivative of * with respect to ö and minimizing.    The 
resulting ft be come a? 

e=<ancf (188) 

It must be noted that the physical restriction of propeller ground 
clearance may limit the minimum 9.    However,  it is obvious that 6 
should be ««? low as possible  but not lover than the ancle given by 
equation 180,   (Bid, B2e,  B3f, B4a) 

If RATO is used during acceleration, T^ is increased by the 
ar.ount of the HATO force,  this force should act at an aqglß given by 
equation 188.   Note that RATO units can be used in series and/or in 
narallel for A,15 seconds duration.     (Blc,  B2c, B3c,  B^c, B5b), 

C.    Vertical Acceleration At Maxinur. Horsepowert 

As was explained earlier, accelerated climb is investipated 
to determine at what ninimun speed V^.there exists a rood climb potential. 
To carry out this examination, equations 175 ä177."T-P noed to determine the 
thrust available for various X and B.    Equations 1£?1 .^182 are then used in 
conjunction with the above results to find  the horizontal trim (X = 0) 
and 91   for various 9 when X - V  .    Using equation 1'^modified to reflect 
eccelerntionj 

lFv = v^#z/g (189) 

The vertical aocelerition potential and the maxinun rate of clinb can be 
determined for maximum power.     Obviously,  this proceedurc  is iterative. 
With  this  information  it   is now possible to calculate  transition from 
pround acceleration to noximur ft. 
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D.    Tranaltion Fhnr.e 

The transition phase of the STOL flight path is defined 
an that phanc where  the movenble thrust vector or the fuselage is ro- 
tated fron its ground run attitude to its climb-out attitude.    The time 
for transition depends on the values of © required for ground accelera- 
tion and vertical accolemtion, and the tilt rate capability of the air- 
craft.    (B2d, B2g, B3d) 

Explicitly,   the time for transition is: 

(190) 

e is the tilt rate (Bib, D2f, B3e) 

Unlike the ground acceleration condition, where an explicit 
colution for the resulting notion is possible, an approximate solution 
nust be used here. The approach choosen assumes a linear variation of 
forces from the ground acceleration value to vertical acceleration value. 
In Figure 69 this linear variation is shovm as the solid line» 

t  = Conotant 
..« 

S, = Constant 

Vc = Constant 

Figure 60 - Ti~e Variation of Horizontal and Vertical Accelerations 
Durinr Transition 

At sonc tine, t , before V is rrnched at V^, the 
tiltin^ begins, Khov/ing the t?me for transition from equation 290 and 
using the following equations, VLQ can be found. Also, the resulting 
distances, X^i plus the clinb velocity, E.1 can be found for this time 
period. 

A*to/a ^o(to.h ^fitoXtcf 

(191) 

(192) 

(193) 
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'low that V LO known,  the tiir.e for the ground run can be de- 
termined from cqurMon irV-; and the distance req\:ired to accelerate to 
^LO from equation 107, 

E.    Clinh-out 

Just as in the  case of the pround run,  the summation of 
acceleration forces for cllnb at constrnt forward speed, VQ, are found 
to be essentially linear with Z,  see Firure 7 0 .    Recall that the vertical 
acceleration capability has already been determined,  lift as a function 
of Z for X = Vc.    To derive the equations for the explicit solution for 
climb-out it is necessary to modify equation 135 to account for the forces 
in the vertical direction as follows.    Using equations 183 & 139 determine: 

ZF^Lo+b^-Wo    (195) 
r*, 4 

Substituting equation 195 into equation  189 
\/c ~ Constant 

and 

Wjfr/j-l^frsLo-Wo     &#>)    Wo 

fc>7)    Figure 7 C  - Acceleration 
2^-N}?Ao~lAo^Ssh Forces vg. Constant Forward 

Speed 

which is the exret form of equation 13$« The solution of equation 197 
has the exact form as equations 186 and 187. 

'12' 

The incremental time requi^d to climb over the 50 ft. obatacLs, 
can be obtained from equation   198 (L9^) 

50' •Ma/J + * ̂ (i -a^'K 
Knowinr the time required for climt-out^ the horizontal dis- 

tance covered during this portion of the flirht path is: 

/^t/2 =^'t/a (199) 

F.    The Tot."-l Required Runway length 

The  tote-.']   required runway length  is the sun of all the 
horirrontrl  distances required  for  the varioun phases of the STOL flight 
nrth   nlun one aircraft length   (100 rt,). 

W^= (^to,+ A'*-to,J+yAXtiij+ 100 s /ÖOO (200) 
&|.«7     c^na     E^./99 

The desired overload   ^ro.j.i ve' rht  is determined when equation 
200 ig  numerically equal to  lr00  pt,    üovcvcr,   since this cc^untion can only 
be evaluated  for one k    at a +,i""c,   chin uhnlo proceedure must be  iterated 
until the  proper conditions   for equation .?00nrve  been satisfied. 
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ii.   2sl cgnfifTArfltlgng« 

The Jet confitfurationa • STOL performance is calculated In approoc- 
iraatcly the sane manner»    (B5a).    Note that the Installed thrust for the 
VTOL mode is apain governed by equation lÖ/^Cß^f, B5d). 

A. The Ground Run 

The decrease in Jet thrust with forward speed in approximately 
linear up to about 150 knots.   Therefore,  the ground run characteristics 
of the Jet are similar to that of the propeller aircraft.    Equations 181 
through 188 anply along with the previously mentioned assumptions.    It is 
noted that even though V^Q is twice that for the propeller configurations 
(approximately 200 fps),  the forces due to lift and drag are still reason- 
ably small. 

There is an additional drag and lift term that must be added 
to equation 1S2to account for the jet lift producer.   The additional drag 
term,  celled momentum drag, evolves from the fact that the air flöwihg 
through ths lift producer must be accelerated up to the forward speed of 
the aircraft.    This drog has the form. 

PM»T*/Ve (Rcf. Par, B^d) (201) 

Note that this term is a funtion of "X and is incorporated in the   >*o 
coefficient of equation 185 when a Jet lift producer is used.    The lift 
term is a constant but must be reduced according to assumption B^e. 

B, Vertical Acceleration; 

,,    Vertical Acceleration capability is determined for horizontal 
trim (X- 0) for different V ,   Three unknowns are found from this cal- 
culation.    First, the Vc needed to give a reasonably ¥•], second,  the 
variation of Z with * and last, the oCp,  required during climb-out. 
Equations 182 Sc 183,equation3F3being modified by equation 189,are used 
for this calculation.    The local wing angle of attack to be used is: 

«^ocp+^-y (2^2) 

Firnore 71 -  Locnl Winr Anrrlc  of Attack 

C.    Transition 

The tine for transition dependr on the vrlues of ^p    for 
ground acceleration and vertical accelornt:on,  and the rate that the 
fu'elage can be rotated  in pitch.    The  pitchinr rate depends upon the 
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noncnt of inertia and the thrunt produced by the toil fan multiplied by 
the tail length (from the center o1" the fan to the center of gravity of 
the aircraft). Recall that only "^ of the fan thrust is used for man- 
euvering (A9). Therefore: ,, 

t-*o = (Ref, Par.    (203) 
B^db,B5c) 

'     A step by step analysis using  one second intervals fron t0 to 
t^,   is used to calculrte  the flipht path. The forces are evaluated at 
the average velocities during each  interval usinp an iterative technique. 

Tranaltion be^inB at t    which is ti- t    seconds before V    is 
reached.    The velocity at this time,  t0,  is X^ and is calculated byc 

equation 1^6. A change in ^ and 2 is asair'ed and the forces and acceler- 
ations are determined by equations   182,133 (modified by 189), and 202, 
Fqurtionsl91 & 193   are applied,  dropping the subscripts to reflect the 
smaller time intervel bein^ used here.    When the iteration on "Ä and Z 
is completed the distances covered can be calculated by equations 192 and 

19^#   Th^is procedure  is followed until trensition is completed.    The forward 
velocity should now be V_, while Z... and Z.., are still small, 

D,    Cllnb-Out 

All equations  (2) 5throuch 199) and assumption of p a r t I Z 
are apolied to this cane.    The climb-out phase is determined in exactly 
the  sane manner as in p a r t I E, 

F.    The Total Required Runway Lenrth 

The completion of the calculation is exactly the same as 
p a r t I F,    The sane equation and conditions must be satisfied to de- 
termine the desired overload gross weight.   As is the case of the pro- 
peller configurations, this entire procedure must be iterated to determine 
the final overload groas weight that can climb over a 50 ft, obstacle at 
the end of a 1000 ft, runway. 
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Figure 72  - Variation of Mass Correction Factor With Thrust Coefficient 



APPENDIX III 

VmiGHT SUMMARY. PANEL POINT DISTRIBUTION ANg GROUP WEIGHT 

STATEI-fNTS 
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Table  15 - Panel Point Welrrhta: Fuselage r^d Contend: 

Panel 
Point !Io. 

i l::od Jet Tilt Vine Txtended Flap Tilt Prop Buried Fan 
w wQ# Weight Gta. Weight otn. V.'eißht Cta, Weicht Sta. Weicht 

1 0 308.3 0 3U.3 C 367.1 0 407.5 0 387.1 

2 95 501^.0 95 5A71.6 95 5833.5 95 6396.4 95 6110.5 

3 215 f>887.6 215 10,555.3 215 11,030.5 215 11,898.1 21« 20,425.0 

^ 370 ^210.2 370 9603.6 370 9913.2 370 10,395.0 37C 25,947.C 

5 4ß7 9005.1 4B7 9539. iV ^37 9959.9 487 10,614.3 48'? 21,723.6 

u 567 11,U9.6 567 11,769.0 567 32,256,3 567 13,014.6 567 27,930.2 

7 770 58U.3 770 6225.5 770 65A9.A r/o 7053.5 r/c 12,404.9 

2 920 2357.^ 920 25^7.3 920 2732.5 920 2989.5 920 28 52.9 

9 L011 298^.5 ID11 3^11.6 1011 3981.9 ion 4430.8 1011 3736.2 

10 1168 2645,3 1160 3270.A 1196 4110.7 1204 4716.3 no-/ 3637.2 

Totals 58,37A.3 62,755.0 66,785.0 71,916.0 125,222.0 



Ttxble  Tb   - Panel Point Weights;    One-Half Wing and Contents 

Panel 
Point No. 

Fixed Jet Tilt Wing Extended Flap Tilt Prop Buried Fan 

B.L. Weight B.L. Weight B.L. Weight B.L. Weight B.L. Weight 

1 0 ^09.3 0 470.8 0 519.2 0 369.8 0 10,383.8 

2 55 3039.5 55 1193.6 55 973.5 22 7903.7 55 10,7^9.0 

j 110 8080.I 10k 8542.4 95 10,906.0 55 11,224.9 69 7221.4 

h lk6 7993-2 237 9494.2 261 11,797.0 110 13,834.4 135 4233.7 

5 203 7070.7 280 15,069.4 306 20,595.4 154 17,149.6 197 7773-^ 

6 266 12^70.9 323 7048.9 351 8398.3 258 16,092.4 317 10,399-8 

7 tel 11,858.1 U68 13,732.8 525 15,465.2 362 13,433.9 414 5462.4 

8 512 3955.5 645 7033.5 715 7390.9 465 35,287.8 527 6896.2 

9 6oii 1765.2 688 15,888.1 760 20,876.7 622 1935.9 578 557.0 

10 690 270.5 876 732.8 984 966.8 780 770.1 635 234.3 

Totals 56,913.0 80,006.5 97,889.0 118,002.5 63,911-0 
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Table 17 - Group Weight Statements 

Win:: Croup 

Fixed 
Jet 

1^60; 

Ttlt 
Win« 

Extended 
Flap 

* 

Tilt 
Prop 

25,327 
^BT 

Buried 
Fan 

22,116 
mi To.il Group 

16.U36 THTT: 18.810 20,300 18,000 Body Group 
11,280 10,82^ "SS /U-ightin^; Gear Group 7361 W 12 2P 

Flight Controls Group ^510 5Ö2Ö 15 
5ÖBO Engine Section 5170_ 

5S,8öö 
^95 

3970 
22'200 Engines 

610 ^1 AJ r Induction System 
W TO "ssr Cxhaust Syetep ^0 

LubricaLin{; System 
Fuel System 

1390 710 

1060 

lÖbj 
T7Ö 

W w Snf;ine Controls föO 
Starting System ?Ö5 1030 
_£2£ s or Lift Fans 27,300 

1Ö50 
^900 26,350 

Drive System 10,500 w 3717 
HUJC. Power Plant S 122. ill 
Instrunents, Electronics 
ie Electrical Group 4912 I 4912 

"ST 
4912 
"fir 

4912 
hydraulic Group 

1812 TEiT TÜ rumishln^s IBIT 
IM 
ToJfT 

'ir Conditioning i 10 
S5" T®r 

310 
Intl-Iclng 

"S? 
132,418 

~1F 
162,708 

■au» 

400 lux. Gear Group SI mm 
117,00! 

i5S5" 

/eight Qnpty 
Jseful Load 

sm 
41 

1200 
20,000 

^^ 

TCT5" 
587 

1200 
20,000 20,000 "1% 'ay load w 20,000 

2^ 
''uel - Unusable _45r 

UM: EM 108,000 ^ •"uel - Usable 77,500 
011 - Uhusable & 
011 - Usable 472 

IT 

172,200 

472 
"IT 

22,766 

472 
16 

472 
16 

307,921 

472 -at 4l8cellaneous 

ross Weight 253,044 

ICl 



TaMo 1^ -   Weight     Fonnulio   -nd AiStunptloiu 

I ten Fonnula, Assuin£tions 

Wing Gi-oap w = 0.0058811 (WI^S/IR)
0
-
601

*
7 

W =   Design Gross Weight   (LB) 
N - Ultimute Load Factor  (c) 
b      Wing Span (FT) 
3  = Gross Wing Area (SQ FT) 
tR = Hoot Thickness 

Kelly's  short fcnrula from AAF 1^ 5l6l. 
Fonnula weights are increased   tr,   vniiour. 
percentages   to all yv f »r sv;r>opb;ic/;^  v/ing 
tilt,   complexity, etc. 

Pall Group 
Vertical SJ. Ja..- 
Ho. izont 3.2   S'-i'f  ' .'J 

w =  2.5  x Profile Area (SQ FT) 
w   - 3.0 x Profile Area (SQ FT) 
w . 0.15 x Fan Thrust (L3) Fan Ttirj:.4.       O.J   x  Total  Main Propulsion 

■ftiruot   (LB'; 

•  ■uror.i w - isooo (w/io6>ooo)c- ^5 Based on a Sikorv-ky formula modified by 
weight data  from a large   transport aircraft 

klirr.'. :<\i   G'- -i   Ürc-up w = 0.0^33 x >5lgn Gross Wt.   (LB) Ratio based  on a large  M-'tnr.port air.'roft 

FlLsnt  ^jntrcls Grop w - 975 ^ 975 (W/108,(XX)) Pirtlai   ratio bac i  on  a  large   transport 
aircraft.     Formalu weiglit   is    adjusted  to 
allow  for wJ ng tilt, prop  tilt,   complexity, etc. 

Enclnc-' Section w = 0.179 x Engine Weight  (LB) Sikorsky Ratio 

Engines 
Turbojet 
GCLG  Hirblnec 
Lift Jet 

w = 0.15 x Engine BiniBt (LB) 
w = 0.15 x Horsepower (HP) 
w = 0.125 x Engine Birust (LB) 

7   Future high horsepower engines 

Air Induction System w = 0.0217 x Engine Weight (LB) Sikorsky Ratio 



Tnhlw   in - Wrlrht Foirmlpc  • nd Ascj^riptlotuj     (•.•ontlniicd) 

I tor, Foniula Assum^tJ on:: 

Exhaur.t Sycton w -  0.028 x Encino Wciclit (LD) Glkorsl^ Ratio 

Lubricating 3^'Gter, v ■= O.OkS x Engine Weight (LB) Sikorsky Ratio 

I-Vol  System •.;  -  0.0187  x  Usable  Fuel  (LB) Ratio based  on a largo  transport aircnift 

Er^mo Coatrolc ■;   - 0.015^ x Engine Weight (Lfl) Sikorsky Ratio 

3t rtin,   Gyctem •v == 0.0U6^ x Engine Weight (LB) Sikorsky Ratio 

Propellcro/Lirt Fano 
Propellers 
Lift Fans 

w - 0.21 x Horsepower (HP) 
w =0.15 x Fan Ihrust (LB) 

Constant Activity Factor 8t Pcver Loading 

Drive System 
Fixed Jot 

pTlit Wine,  Extended 
< Flap & Tilt 
(Propeller 

Burled Fan 

w = 0.05 x Engine Weight (LB) 

w = 1.25 x Engine Weight (LB) 
w = 0.1k x Lift Pan Weight (LB) 

Sikorsky Ratio 

Sikorsky Ratio 
Sikorsky Ratio 

Auxiliary Power Plant. w - l60 + 80 (Engine Wt./^OO) Partial Sikorsky Ratio 

Inctruir.ontn, 
Electronics and 
Electrical Groups Constant at ^912 LB Based on a large transport aircnift 

HydrauJ1c Group w = 323 + 82 (w/108,000) Partial ratio based  on a large transport 
ai re raft 

Furnishings Constant at l8l2 LB 

Air Conditionlnß Constant at 310 LB 



Tabl« 18 - Weight FonrHilac and A^mnptlono     (continued) 

I ten Formula Ascuinptions 

Anti-Icing w = 0.0047 W +  10 Partial  ratio based on a large transport 
ali-craft 

Auxiliary Gear v - 0.0013 x Design Gross Vt. (LB) Sikorsky Ratio 

Crew 5 at 2k0 LB Each In accordance vith HIAD 

Pavlond Constant at 20,000 LB 

Fuel-Unusable v » 0.0086 x Usable Fuel (LB) Sikorsky Ratio 

Fuel-Usable Determined Aerodynamically 

Oil-Usable & unusable Constant at 472 LB Based on a large transport aircraft 

Miscellaneous Constant at 16 LB Flares 
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PrrTnt.rd horrin  r.rr   \)rc  -cthodn CDIOVH  in  crlci.lntin'- the O' c 
shrpes c.nr  frequcncirn of *h(   funrlcpe cnc vini" rtruoture of the  5 V/STOL 
configurations.    The nnolysir UT.S conducted utilizinr natrj^c iteration 
rethodr  in an IBM sipital corruter profrar.    The follovinr cirucssion 
describen the procedures used  in arriving at the solution, 

Aftrr determining the panel point riass distribution  (Rcf, Section  II 
and Appendix III, Tablel5, lw  the nass matrix   LM3 can be formed.    Since 
the furrla^c bendlnr and tor-ional rigidities arc known  (Ref. Section II 
and Figs,    11, 12,13 ;1^1!,' )  the  influence coefficients for the previously 
mentioned panel points can be  calculated. 

The  fu^elape absolute  coordinates are now vritten in terr.s of 
relativ   coordinates since the  system must be transformed to a common 
energy plane,    Introducinr durany or ignorable  coordinates, v.tich are 
taken at the  Junction of the fuselare and ving root,  the transformation 
rxitrtx^/^1!]  is formed.    The  imorable or ririd body coordinates ere 
found  in the  last rov of this "atrix.    The  follov;inr diarram defines 
sore of the  terms and the  sirn cenvention used in this analysis. 

Fjp ire - Srheratit; o^ Furrlepo  Panel i'olnt/ 
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The rq'-tionn  for tho kinetic and potcnti- 1 encrrj' and  the   equations 
rlcr;cr:bin'" the pnnel point notions are an follovn; 

(206) 

r 
'."here 

%c ~ fji      fuselafe i^norable  coordinate, 

Qi- &JL     frrelarc irnorable  coordinate. 

M 
'-23 

K (A3 .•"/7 

> 

In nctrix 

2, 
% 

& 
t 

h 
a 

^ j 

on 

= absolute   fuselage  coordinates. 

= relative fuselape coordinates. 

= lumped masses assirned to fuselape stations. 

= spring constants assigned to fuselr.pe stations, 

I 
& 

I 0 0 • • o o / 4 
0 I ,(? • • o o / k 
0 0 i • • q 0 / If 

• 
• 
• 

• • 
■ t 

i 
• • • • 

• 
• • • 

• • 
• X • 

• 
• 
t 

• 
• 

• 

0 0 o • • / 0 1 &H 

0 o o • • 0 1 1 <n 
0 0 o • • 0 0 1 0 
0 o o • • 0 0 o 1 

i!f 

1M "p v.'ri t',' 

/ 

nt* 

(?) - W(l} 

ft} -W(f} 

'7) 

') 



nlno 

[?i-m^i (209) 

fron v/h ich 

K^^MfrfMfj} (210) 

The reneralized mass rntrp: is determined by carrying out the 
natrix multiplication     £yU  JlM^&cl      which yields the   [/7lJ 
matrix, 

Let 
OJ[M]0] = [M] (211) 

then 

*6-[7] [*][£} (^12) 

Applylnr Ic^ranre's equation 

^-(MJLA    -   SÄE. 
^f = o (213) 

(2U) 

A s sume 
x)    <u/t If} - f5] ^ (215) 

then 
-Lüa[Mj{QJ +[v<]{5}=0 (216) 

The problem now existing is that the generalized mass matrix is 
not compatiblp with the QK"'j matrix, being larger by rows and columns 
equnl to the number of ipnorcble coordinates.    The  coorJinates are sep- 
arrtcd by partitioning the matrices  so as to separate those portions 
that contain imor.'blc coordinates. 

(217) 

-to 7f' "s 
P.'. 
Q.2 

1 

o  ' 
I o 52_ 

~ o 

172 



Solvinc the rirultrneourly equations for    Q    only: 

'fJrr reduction of  '■he  ^encrolized nr.55S nntrix, equation ^18is obtained, 

'..'here    IMJ    is  the redr.ced <~Gnerrlized imns r^itrbc. 

.' node chape     1_®IJ       is assured end the multiplication 
[K^'J TMJ \Q.y J       is wrforr.ed.    "orralizing the  resulting 
rol'-irn matrix fives o new node   /Q^       •    The  operetion is repeated 
until the normalized mode  convcr^e^ on it« previous value.      The funde- 
montrl frequency is also obtained at convrr^ancc of the mode.    Hirher 
-ores are e>:trccted by application of the orthogonality principle as 
cr.ch  "uccernive mode  is solved. 

The results of this analysis are shovm in Table 19 where the modes 
nnd  frequencies are  piven for the winr cantilever and free aircraft. 
Fi^n. 7    -  ;3  shou plots of the fir-t three model shapes of the vinr and 
fuse la re for the free aircraft and Fig, 79   shov/s the bendinp-toreion 
mode  shapes of the winj? and fuselare for the cantilever v;ing. 
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Table 19 - Ctpunary of Vibration '.^r-t:-- 

H 

Aircraft 
Co;u'ii;vu'ation 

(VTOL) 

Analyaifl 

Condition 
let ..-ine 
Bendinc 

Aircraft i.'oc^c 

ZüX, '.'inc 
Toreion 

ant' /'rcf l1o":f•,' 

;;,yJ '-'inc 
Bendin^ 

2nd '..'inc 
Tore ion 

lu I Fueclajc 
Bend inc 

Flxod 
Jot 

C. :. « 172,000 Ibc. 

Wine Cantilever 0.9/, 1.Ö5 3.04 Hoquirod 
::ot 

Applicable 

I'roc AJrcraTt 

Wine Cantilever 

1.11 2.12 3.25 w 4.50 
—                 - — 

-   - — u 

jr'-';. = ..:::,ooo ibo. 

0.74 1.51 «« 2.^8 
Hot 

Applicable 

Free Aircraft 0.93 1.60 ft 2.90 4.10 

^x^ ended 

G.W. = 263,000 Ibc. 

Wing Cantilever 0.6? 1.22 3.23 2.23 
Wot 

Applicable 

Free Aircraft 0.78 1.29 3.39 2./t8 4.31 

Tilt 
Prop 

G.W. s 30C,000 Ihn. 

'■'inc Cantilever 2.02 1.16 5.13 
Not 

P-enuiroc! 
Hot 

Applicable 

Free Aircraft 1.8Ö 2.80 6.48 « 3.84 

Buriod 
Fan 

G."'. =■   253,000 Ibe. 

Wine C- ..tilever 2.16 3.66 *Ht 5.30 
Hot 

Applicable 

Free Aircraft 2.29 3.50 « 5.37 4.20 

Notes:  * .'.'ode docs  t appear in the first four natural frequencies aix! therefore is onitted. 
I!cv'o docs  «, appear in the first three natural freouencies and therefore ie onitted. 
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